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The New Shape of Congregations
THE PRACTICING
CONGREGATION

A NEW AND RIGHT SPIRIT

by Diana Butler Bass

by Rick Barger

Creating an Authentic Church in a
Consumer Culture

Imagining a New Old Church

Historian and author Diana Butler Bass has iden
tified a new type of mainline congregation that
she has named "the practicing congregation"
mainline Protestant congregations that are flour
ishing as they intentionally and innovatively em
ploy ancient religious practices.
1-56699-305-2 paper
$17.00

Forming a Church of Spiritual
Purpose, Presence, and Power

by N. Graham Standish
Standish tells the story of the congregation he leads
and its journey to become a "blessed church" that
is spiritually deep, inwardly and outwardly healthy,
intimately connected to the living God, and open
to God in everything that it does.
J-56699-312-1 paper
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1-56699-306-7 paper
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$18.00

member price $12 . 75

BECOMING A BLESSED
CHURCH

$18.00

Lutheran Pastor Rick Barger calls for congregations
to re-examine what it means to be an "authentic
church" in a success-oriented society. He advocates
for a return to a church grounded in Christ and the
resurrection.
AL296

member price $ 13 . 50

THE POSTINDUSTRIAL PROMISE

Vital Religious Community in the
21st Century

by Anthony Healy
Healy finds that in this time of postindustrial disloca
tion, people are again putting down religious roots in
congregations and are finding it possible to reconnect
with the stories and traditions of previous generations.
1-56699-287-7 paper
$18.00

AL277

member price $ 13.50

member price $13.50

Alban books enhance ministry well-being and congregational life while
they adapt to the changing needs of congregational leaders. Alban
members receive a 25% discount on all book purchases along with
the quarterly magazine CONGREGATIONS, and much more!
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Alban consultant Terry Foland explores how collaboration with a
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Rector Mark Beckwith shares how coaching helped him shift his
ministe1ial role from manager to vision bearer and the focus of his
prayer life from atonement to redemption
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Beating Burnout, offers sage advice about the power of honoring
Sabbath to grant us gratitude and grace
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As Alban senior consultant Ed \Vhite pointed out in his
review of Here I Am Lord, Nmc "\Vhat? Transition and
Suruil.xd in the First Parish, "theological seminaries do not
and probabl) cannot full) prepare people for paiish minist1y. Seminaries can
provide theology, Bible, church history, and certain skills training in homiletics. They can give atten
tion to the spiritual and emotional development ofa person. But there are some things that you can
only learn about being a pastor when you are actually hving and working in the role ofthe pastor in a
congregation. Nonnally you become a pastor after you finish seminary."
Few who have entered pastoral ministry would disagree. To some extent, this experience parallels
that ofmany other professionals. There is a dawning awareness in our culture that, to smvive in
today's complex and rapidly changing world, we must be continuously learning. But for clergy, whose
roles are more complex than those ofmost professionals, this need is even more pronounced. The
difference goes far beyond that, however: for pastors, continuing education is not merely a matter of
taking the occasional seminar or workshop but a hfelong path oflearning and growth.
The church understands this: Seminaries have been offering continuing education programs to
their graduates for decades. Other training is available through denominational offices, judicatories,
and synods. The Episcopal Church has even made continuing education for its priests mandatory.
Other organizations, including the Alban Institute, have also developed their own programs to fill
ongoing education needs. The need for pastors' continuing education is clear, but much about
continuing education for clergy is not.
Each week, pastors may receive dozens ofcontinuing education brochures (and as many e-mails)
and see countless continuing education ads in tl1e magazines they receive. But how, we wondered,
can pastors best choose from the available offerings? How can they structure learning agendas that
really fulfill tl1eir needs and tl10se oftl1eir congregations? And where, we wanted to know, could
tl1ey learn oftl1e programs or formats that were proving most helpful to others? We also wondered
about recent developments in continuing education-research and experiments that are pointing
to new and more effective ways of dehvering the continuing education pastors so need. And
perhaps more impmtantly, how can clergy make learning part oftheir practice ofhfe and help their
congregations become communities ofleaming?
In tl1is issue we've attempted to address these questions botl1 for ourselves and our readers.
Consideration is given to a variety oftopics, including peer learning groups, the use ofa coach, the
involvement oftl1e laity in one's learning agenda, getting help from one's pastor-parish relations
committee when selecting continuing education programs, the inclusion ofartistic endeavors in
one's continuing education plan, and ways in which we can prepare our youth-while still in high
school-for tl1e call they may fmd later in hfe. We offer our authors' thoughts and experiences in
these pages not as endorsed programs but as inspiration and food for thought for our readers as
they continue to contemplate and shape their own hfelong learning agendas.

ZJA-,��
Richard Bass
Director ofPubhshing
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Offering its facilities,
faculty, staff, and other
educational resources
to help you meet the

challenges of
lifelong ministry in
a changing world.
• Advanced Degrees
• Certificate Programs
• Seminars for personal
and professional
development: Spirituality,
Bible Study, Leadership
• Lectureships
• Degree Program courses
for the public.

www.cathedralcollege.org
202.537.6380

Louisville Seminary announces openings
for two professors
Louisville Presbyterian Theological Seminary is seeking
professors in Theology and Homiletics and Worship
who have both a heart for teaching and a vibrant and critical
love for the Church to sustain them in helping students
prepare for all the tasks of Christian ministry. The Seminary
offers an inclusive and diverse community and welcomes
individuals from wider ecumenical backgrounds.
For qualifications and requirements, please refer to the
Seminary's website for a description of the position and
details regarding application.
Deadline: October 31, 2005
Send resumes and three references to President Dean K. Thompson
Louisville Seminary, 1044 Alta Vista Road, Louisville, KY 40205. The
Seminary is an Equal Opportunity Employer and encourages women
and persons of color to apply.

www.lpts.edu/About_Us/
Faculty.asp
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Clergy Spiritual Li/e and
Leadership: Going Deeper
An ecumenical program to nurture the spiritual
heart and leadership ofclergy in congregations

Clergy Spiritual Life and Leadership: Going Deeper
includes an at-home spiritual support group of laity,
contemplative practice and ecumenical peer groups,
supplemented by two intensive 7-day residential
gatherings.
This new Shalem program is for clergy of all
denominations and geographic locations who serve
on the staffs of local churches or whose ministry
involves the local church.

M
W

c;o)-.L�0 StlALEM INSTITUTE
FO'R SPI'RITUAL fo'R/vlATION
Lw� ewthe,p,,..�

5430 Grosvenor Lane, Bethesda, MD 20814
For more information about this or other Shalem programs,
contact Gigi Ross, 301.897.7334, ext. 209 or e-mail gigi@shalem.org
Visit our web site at www.shalem.org

The Leading

The Differenee a Trustee Can Make

N

ot too many years ago, I found myself squarely on the "hot seat." I was
a board member attending a meeting where the question before us was
whether to keep or fire the chief executive. The board had listened to

all the pros and cons and had considered a variety of options. We were in executive
session and the tension was high. Finally, a motion to fire was on the table. One by
one, we proceeded around the board table, with each trustee declaring her or his vote.
As the decision juggernaut
moved toward me, I
became increasingly
ce1tain that I was going to
cast the decisive vote. I
regretted that I habitually
chose a seat at the corner
of the table so I that I
could spread out all my
papers. My normally
roomy spot felt suddenly
confining. Indeed, my vote was going to
be the last one and my fellow board
members were equally divided. I voted
and we called the chief executive back
into tl1e room to announce our corporate
decision. Then we moved into a new
future. For a moment, I really felt the
weight of being a trustee, and I knew
firsthand just how large a difference one
trustee can make in an institution's life.
Aliliough situations like this one occa
sionally remind us of a board's power, for
most of us, for most of ilie time, boards of
directors and trustees are invisible entities
that we hear little about. More inscrutable
still are the individuals who make up a
pruticular board. Since boards act collec
tively, we rru·ely hem· of the difference an
individual board member makes.
Recently, however, the Alban
Institute had a moment to do just that.
At our most recent board meeting, the
trustees adopted a resolution to honor
Dorothy (Dottie) T. Yingling, who had
se1ved as an Alban Trustee from 1987 to
1994, and as Alban's treasurer for five of
those years. Her death on April 12,
2005, gave us an occasion to gather up
our "Dottie stories" and reflect on what
she had done for us.

Dottie's board years
preceded my coming to
Alban as president, but
her interest in the organi
zation was a constant, so
I met "villi her frequently
and learned about her
from the stories she told
and through tl1e lore that
had attached itself to her
name in our institutional
mem01y. Her colorful personality had
made board meetings vigorous and board
dinners a delight, I learned, and she had
a great life story, too, one tl1at included
ai1plane crashes, World War II adven
tures, life as a pastor's wife, and success
at breaking tl1e glass ceiling at one of tl1e
largest cmporations in tl1e U.S.
Dottie loved to tell her story, and never
missed a chance to do so. She claimed tl1at
she had saved Alban from fiscal disaster,
and many agree. Dottie
had significant corpo
rate and business expe
rience and she pressed
tl1e institution to
improve its fiscal and
management practices.
Her tenacity challenged
ilie Alban etl1os, but it
also made real growth
and change possible.
Perhaps most
memorable is how
much Dottie loved the
church and its minis
ters. She felt that the
church and its clergy
were in c1isis and she
doggedly believed that

Alban could and should make a differ
ence. She invested her time and her
resources to create programs that could
help pastors make the transition from
seminary to congregation, and she did
one of the things that institutions most
need from their trustees: she believed
in the organization she served.
Dottie's sto1y gives flesh and blood to
one of my favmite definitions of trustee
ship: to hold an institution in trust for a
public good and service to many. Dming
my first visit to her home, Dottie wrote
out a check for $10,000, saying, "Here,
this is to prove to you that people will
give money to the Alban Institute."
When she died, she left one more legacy,
the largest personal gift to Alban in our
30-year histmy, a gift equaled only by her
many years of service, support, and faith.
It's no wonder, then, that our board
responded on April 22, 2005, with a resolu
tion to recognize Dottie for the ways she
strengthened and furthered the work of
the Alban Institute, and to remember the
ways in which Alban, congregations, clergy,
and lay leaders will benefit from her
generosity and vision for yeru·s to come.
There are countless Dotties out tl1ere,
serving on congregational, community,
civic, and not-for-profit boards. It is so
imp01tant that we recognize the differ
ence they make, that we tl1ank them, and
tl1at we hold them up as examples for the
rest of us to emulate.
Rest in peace,
Dottie-and thanks.
Rev. Dr. James P.

Wind is the president

of the Alban Institute.
Prior to joining the
Institute in 1995, he
se1ved as program
director at the Lilly
Endowment's religion
division. Dr. Wind is
the autl1or of three
books and numerous
articles, including
"The Alban Institute
Special Repo1t on
Leadership."
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A Journey with One's Peers:

The Power of Group Learning Programs

MARLIS MCCOLLUM

eminaries and other organizations offer a plethora of continuing education
programs for ministers, but many of these same organizations are conducting
research to discover new continuing education models that can provide even
more benefit and impact. What is being discovered may have the potential to
transform the face of ministerial continuing education.
Peer group learning experiments, in particular, appear to hold great promise.
Bruce Roberts, professor of congregational education and leadership at Christian
Theological Seminary in Indianapolis, is director of one such experiment, the Indiana Peer
Group Study Program (PGSP), a program funded by the Lilly Endowment and based upon
evaluation research Roberts conducted with Robert E. Reber of a peer group program initi
ated by The Dixon Foundation in Alabama in the early 1980s.
Of the 14 peer groups in the PGSP, six have completed their three-year programs of study.
Without exception, Roberts says, participants "are all reporting being highly energized by what has
happened, describing it as the best continuing education they've ever had. One participant said he
thought the denominations should shut down all the individual events and just fund peer learning."
There is evidence that the congregations have experienced the impact of their pastors' partici
pation in the peer group study experience, as well, though it's difficult to quantify. Nevertheless,
Roberts says, "The congregations are telling us that they have noticed a difference in their
61 CONGREGATIONS• SUMMER 2005

pastors-that the pastors have been more
energetic, have started more programs,
and have interacted better with the
congregations than they had before."
In the PGSP, the question of what is to
be learned is turned over to participants.
'We say to the clergy, 'As a group, come
up with a plan for your learning that all of
you can get excited about and that you
are willing to hold each other account
able for over the next three years.' And
what we've found is that that creates a lot
of energy for continuing education.'' In
Roberts' opinion, the accountability
system the group provides is one of the
keys to the program's success. 'When you
send somebody away as an isolated indi
vidual, they may come back on fire, but
they still end up in the old system, where
there are no accountability structures in
place, so there's no ongoing reflection
about what went on there, and pretty
soon the learning just gets lost."
Also at the core of the success of peer
group learning, he believes, is the
freedom each group has to decide on its
learning agenda. "I don't think it's a good
idea for someone outside of a given
context to be giving advice to ministers
about what they ought to be learning," he
says. 'What ministers should be working
on learning will depend on what's going
on in the context in which they work,
what they are experiencing, and what
they believe they need to work on."
Michael Ross, executive director of
the Pastors Institute in Anderson,
Indiana, agrees. Ross recently completed
a research project examining the
combined findings of six studies on
pastoral attrition (a project funded by the
Louisville Institute), discovering that
many departed ministers felt that their
education-both seminary and post
seminary-had left them ill-prepared,
and needed to be more relevant to the
congregations they pastored. "This whole
notion of contextual education is on the
front burner, but it has not made its way
into lifelong learning plans," Ross says.
Among the other seven primary factors
that led to decisions to leave the ministry
were a lack of connectedness and support,
insufficient self-care, and poor "people
skills"-some of the same areas in which

the PGSP groups have chosen to focus
their efforts. Most of the six PGSP groups
who have completed their work focused
on leadership skills, and most also paid
attention to spiritual and self-nurturing
practices. "They are all feeling the
burnout, so they do have a spirituality
component and a self-care component
in their learning plans," Roberts says.
The Institute for Clergy Excellence
in Huntsville, Alabama, has developed
its own peer group learning project, also
funded by the Lilly Endowment, and is
experiencing results similar to those of
the PGSP groups. The project grew out
of an earlier program that Institute
Executive Director Larry Dill was
instrumental in forming. In that
program, groups of ministers from the
North Alabama United Methodist
Conference came together to work on
their preaching. The current project
expands on the earlier program in a
number of ways: It is ecumenical,
includes participants from a wide
region, and includes not only preaching
but also worship and leadership compo
nents. It has a lay component as well.
The project includes 11 groups, some
of which are ending their first year of
work together. Others are still working on
designing their learning agendas. "It takes
six months to a year for them to design
their projects," explains Dill. Like Roberts,
Dill believes the key principles underlying
the peer group learning model's success
are that the groups are self-selecting, they
design their own learning agenda, they
study together over time, and the
members hold each other accountable
for the learnings. "It's not like going to a
seminar," he says. "Each time they meet
we expect them to give evidence to one
another about what they are learning."
Dill finds particular power in the
opportunity for the groups to design their
own learning agendas. "That's one of the
most exciting and energizing aspects of
this program. It's based on the idea that
the world is your classroom." He cites
the example of one group that worked
with the Dzieci Theater Group of New
York City to improve their preaching.
"People from the school worked with
the group on things like presence,

breathing, and voice. The members of
the group said it was really transforma
tional for them. The freedom to experi
ment, to be creative, often winds up
being transformational," Dill says. In
addition, the Institute encourages
groups to change their plans as they go
along. "It's a plan that grows with them
as they grow," Dill says.

Involving the Laity
Involving the laity in the work of the
groups has also proven a successful
strategy. "There's a lot of energy among
the laity," Dill says. Although originally
included based on the premise that they
would be helpful in implementing any
changes the minister wished to make in
worship, the laity's participation has
proven to be more influential in the
group members' efforts to improve their
preaching, Dill says. "From the laity we
heard comments like 'I thought I could
help my minister be a better preacher,
but I couldn't find a safe place to do that.'
So this program provided that safe space.''
As witl1 their learning agendas, the
groups are free to determine exactly how
they will involve the laity. Some laity
teams have been invited to participate
in the ministers' training sessions with
outside speakers. Others have been
offered the opportunity to travel with
the groups. One group has developed an
instrument it will use to have its laity
teams evaluate its members' preaching.
Another group even invited its laity teams
to participate in the design of its project.
Recent research seems to indicate tl1at
lay participation in a pastor's learning
agenda may be more important than
has previously been thought. In Ross's
research on pastoral attrition, a signifi
cant finding is that pastors who have left
the ministry believe they would have had
a better experience if their congregations
had been more involved in the develop
ment of their learning programs.
'What we're finding is that there
seems to be a detachment of the pastor's
continuing education from the congre
gation's involvement-and even their
awareness. Former pastors seem to be
SUMMER
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saying they made a mistake in not
involving the congregation earlier in
their continuing education process." The
way in which pastors believe congrega
tions could have helped the most, Ross
says, is by providing input into the
minister's lifelong learning plan. Much
of the learning pastors receive in contin
uing education programs "is misunder
stood or mischanneled because the
congregation is often unaware of what
the pastor is doing," he says.
Dean McDonald, director of the
Cathedral College of Preachers, says the
College has found it ve1y effective to
involve the laity in its core curriculum
program. "Participants in that program
form a listening group of members of
their congregation to provide feedback
on their sermons. This has tremendous
benefit to the preacher, who now has a
lay group that has an increased sensi
tivity to what goes into planning worship
and preaching."
"Clergy are very reticent to ask for
things they think others might view as
being just for themselves," adds Dean
Wolfe, Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese
of Kansas. 'That's why it's very impo1tant
to involve lay members." When the laity
become involved in a minister's contin
uing education, he says, they can more
readily recognize its benefits not only to
the minister but also to the congregation.

Milwaukee, says one of the most benefi
cial continuing education events in which
he participated was a stewardship part
ners program held last year by the
Wisconsin Conference of the United
Church of Christ. "In order to participate
I had to bring laypeople from my church
to participate with me. The idea was to
recruit a team that could learn with me."
Warner recruited two members of his
congregation to be part of his team, an
architect and a development director for
a nonprofit organization. The paiticipa
tion of these members provided conti
nuity and ongoing inspiration for Warner
when he returned to his pastorate. "We
could have a conversation about what
we'd learned and each of us had different
insights, so instead of having only what I
had gleaned from the program I also had
the insights of my team members. It
made the experience more well-rounded.
And instead of just having a great experi
ence away from the church I could
continue to process that experience with
others when I returned."

Along that same vein, other organiza
tions have begun encouraging clergy to
involve their lay members in their contin
uing education efforts, and they are
receiving positive feedback about these
initiatives. Andrew Wainer, pastor of
Plymouth United Church of Christ in

of the primary benefits of group leaining,
whether one's group consists of other
clergy or members of one's congregation.
"There's an unusual dyn amic that
develops when learning with a peer
group," says Dill, recalling one group
that decided to attend a conference on
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Group Learning Benefits
Peer group leaining project directors and
researchers believe this ability to continue
to reflect on and build on the leainings
from a continuing education event is one

homiletics together. "Initially I looked
upon that as not a very creative idea,
but soon I realized that to go to that
event together was quite different from
going to it as individuals. Within the
group there were three women and five
men, and after the event they realized
they had heard the speakers ve1y differ
ently. The men had related more posi
tively to the male speakers than to the
female speakers, and for the women it
was just the opposite. So they have
begun exploring why that is. That's
something they wouldn't have discov
ered if they had attended that confer
ence by themselves."
Dill also believes there is a cumula
tive knowledge available to ministers in
the group learning experience, whether
that takes the shape of shared insights,
information, advice, tips, or reminders
of wisdom shared by guest speakers or
trainers. "Sometimes we aren't able to
hear something at the time that it is said.
Later, when we are ready to hear it, a
group member can remind us."
Wolfe sees other benefits of peer
group learning. "Traditionally," he says,
"it has been very difficult for clergy to
build community with each other. There
is often a competitiveness among clergy,
a reticence to share. Groups like these
break those negative patterns and help
clergy establish more positive connec
tions with one another."
Jennifer Thomas, pastor of Lake Park
Lutheran Church in Milwaukee, says her
most helpful continuing education experi
ences have involved colleague groups,
one of which is Christ Clarion Fellowship,
a group of young clergy that meets once
a year for a four-day retreat. Each retreat
has a topical focus, such as public witness
or devotional practices, which is explored
in depth. Fellowship is an integral pait of
the event, as is mentming, Thomas says.
She considers the ecumenical and inter
racial composition of the group another
benefit. "We wrestle with tl1e same
issues, but because our contexts are
different we learn about otl1er denomi
nations. We help each other hone our
gifts and skills, and as we develop rela
tionships with one anotl1er we can
challenge and affirm each otl1er as well."

Warner, a co-founder of Ch1ist Clmion
Fellowship, wouldn't miss the annual
retreat. "I consider that a real m1chor
group. The clergy in that group m·e the
ones I stay in touch with throughout the
year." Warner recognizes the increasing
returns from relationships that have
developed over time in the group. ''\Ve
cm1 press each other in ways that we
wouldn't if we were coming together for
the fast time. For instance, at our last
meeting we had a ve1y honest conversa
tion about clergy salmies. That's not some
thing that gets talked about a lot in deep
and personal ways."
Leaming with laity offers added
benefits to the group learning experience,
Wolfe believes. "Most doctor of
minist1y degrees require participation
of lay people on the journey," he says.
"It involves the laity in some creative
learning. It also counters some of the
resistance clergy sometimes experience
from the paiish to their continuing educa
tion proposals (Well, gee, you already get
vacation'). If the congregation participates
in the continuing education e"--pe1ience, it
dissipates some of that resistance."

keeps them fresh," says Wolfe.

care of one's own needs and following one's own paulons. he bellewes,
slasm for leamlng and energy for one's mlnlsby,so the congregatlon is the.......
�"Pastors need to cultlvlte advocates ln thefr ,...._. .... ._,......

Permission to Risk

toly who will communicate to others that the awnll health of the pulorls ln..,._,

All of these initiatives began as e"--peri
ments, and in Roberts' opinion, the
freedom to experiment is essential if
clergy are to continue to be supported
in their lifelong learning efforts. This
freedom, he says, needs to be extended
to both those who design continuing
education programs for clergy and to
clergy themselves. Both, he says, need
the opportunity to tty some new things
and to sometimes fail when they do
so, with the understanding that even
failed e"--perirnents provide valuable
information that can help to shape
future effo1ts.
"I think we ought to ask of clergy,
'What energizes you when you think
about learning? What really grabs you
and is something you really want to do?'
And then we ought to encourage them
to go and do it. In terms of adult
learning, one thing leads to another. So
even if it's not quite on the mark of what

Cathedral College of Preachers.

that if It's not attended to the congregation will suffer," says Dan McDonald,dftidarof the

matrn,tr.wroinu,,,®J:lfl,I!Jif�Share yuurc:antfnublgedwalanplan
with your board or your vestry and encourage them to hold you ICCDUritibte,tua:aesfs
Darren Elln,rector of St.John's Episcopal Churdl In Saglnaw,Mkhlpn.Sharfrit'alsolmothet
benefits, notes Wolfe:"When you reveal yourself as a leamerlt .....,.othet·peopte to N
learners as well."

the congregation thinks the pastor needs
to learn, getting the pastor involved in
something that excites and motivates
him or her will be well worth it to the
congregation as well. To congregations,
I would say 'Pastors need time away to
focus their thoughts, to pursue study,
and to continue their learning, so fund
their continuing education. It will pay
off,"' says Roberts.
In Roberts' opinion, experimentation
in continuing education may not only
be a shot in the arm to individual minis
ters, but a possible remedy for other

difficulties facing mainline denomina
tions. "Let's face it, for the most part
the oldline churches are in serious
decline. We need something to shake
up what's going on in those systems, and
it's not going to happen unless clergy
find the support they need to take some
risks, to tty some new things, and to
understand that even if those things
don't work out, they learned something.
Congregations are like oil fields; you
have to keep drilling until you find the
energy. The assumption is that it is
there someplace."•
SUMMER
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MAKING CONTINUING EDUCATION A PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN PASTOR AND CONGREGATION
TERRY

FOLAND

ost informed congregational leaders recognize that
pastors need to be involved in regular continuing

In my experience, the wise pastor will ask the pastor
parish relations committee for help In addressing these

education opportunities in order to stay up-to-date on the

questions. One major responsibility of a pastor-parish

latest information, knowledge, and resources for effective

relations committee is to give counsel and guidance to the

ministry. Most pastors understand this, too. After engaging in

pastor in regard to using continuing education time and

active ministry for a few years, they discover that they have a

budgeted funds. A pastor-parish relations committee has

need to learn more about certain aspects of ministry that, for

the responsibility to help foster the best possible working

whatever reason, they did not learn in seminary.

relationship between the pastor and the congregation;

But understanding the need for continuing education is

working with the pastor to decide on appropriate contin

only the beginning of the pastor's dilemma. If most pastors'

uing education opportunities can help accomplish this goal

experience is like mine, they are inundated with promotional

in three ways:

materials about continuing education programs ranging
from the "latest proven effective" way to grow congrega
tional membership to the most efficient type of software for
doing sermon preparation. The training programs offered
through the hundreds of sponsors that send these mailings
run the gamut from basic skills training to various types of
ministry enhancement techniques. I counted a total of 138
different possibilities just from the magazines and mailings
that arrived on my desk this past week. Included in the offer
ings were at least 20 programs for improving my spirituality,
at least two dozen for enhancing my skills in doing pastoral
care, and another 15 or so through which I could learn various

First, it will help the pastor clarify the priorities for his
or her continuing education. Through the input and
feedback of church leaders, the pastor can learn how
these leaders experience and perceive what is
happening in the church and where Improvements
may be needed.
Second, selecting the best continuing education option
in a collaborative way increases church leaders' sense of
ownership of the pastor's training, enhancing the likeli
hood that what the pastor learns through the program
will be utilized in follow-up efforts in the church.

methods of conflict management or resolution. Among the

Third, there will be more of a willingness to support the

more specialized offerings were an opportunity to explore

pastor in trying new things If the decision-making

what is beyond contemporary in the field of worship today

regarding his or her continuing education Is done with

and another to learn what research has revealed regarding

church leadership involvement and is based on real felt

church growth motivating factors for different age groups.

needs for improvement. When continuing education

And if I wanted to learn how to make my church more

decisions are made in this collaborative fashion, church

"missional," I could take a course in "Christian Bodybuilding

leaders are more likely to believe that the time and funds

in a World Torn Apart."

invested will provide some payoff for the church.

When faced with such a vast array of continuing education
opportunities, the pastor must confront several questions:

Rev. Terry Foland has been a consultant for the Alban

What is the best way to pick the most appropriate continuing

Institute since 1992. He is an experienced trainer and adminis

education offering from the available choices? How can I be

trator who advises congregations and religious organizations

sure the continuing education event I select will be the wisest

in the areas of conflict management, clergy transition, and

use of my limited time and the financial resources of the

congregational revitalization. Prior to joining Alban, he

congregation? What will help ensure that the congregation

served as an area minister for the Christian Church {Disciples

will get the greatest benefit from what I learn in the program?

a/Christ).
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Life After Seminary
Begins in High School
CAROL

E .

LYTCH

resbyterian pastor Wade Halva believes that his experience in high school
playing three varsity sports was one of his most valuable preparations for
pastoral ministry. He says individual sports, like swimming and track and field,
taught him to compete against himself, to compare his performance times to
what he had done before, not to the times of others. He asked himself the question,
''What have I learned from this meet that will help me the next time?" As a young
pastor serving in a three-point charge in Indiana, he asks the same question: ''What
have I learned?" There are many ell.J)eriences in the first years of ministry that are painful. A
pastor constantly disappoints others because of unrealistic expectations members of a congre
gation often have of their pastor, expectations the pastor sometimes shares. It helps a new
pastor to ask the constructive question that Wade Halva asks himself, the question that moves
toward mature leadership: ''What have I learned?"
Halva is one of a new generation of pastors who are starting to graduate from seminary
after sharing an unusual experience during high school. He, and approximately 50 other high
school students per year since 1993, attended the Summer Academy of the Youth Theological
Initiative (YTI) sponsored by Candler School of Theology. This program is designed to create
a safe space for intellectually talented and theologically curious high school seniors to ask
complex questions and imagine new possibilities related to important issues of the public
good within the context of theology. Now Catholic and Protestant theological schools across
SU',\MER 20
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the United States and Canada host 50
such programs that engage youth in
theological study and exploration of
vocation, including the option of a
church vocation.' Today a high school
student attending one of these
programs takes classes taught by semi
na1y professors, participates in intense
discussions about issues of public
theology, and lives in a Christian
community for a period, on average,
of two weeks." These experiences form
young people in powerful and lasting
ways. As one young person said, "The
fact that I am sitting here as a college
senior talking about . . . something I
did as a junior in high school says a lot."
While it is still too early to draw any
firm conclusions about how having had
this experience in high school assists
young pastors to flourish in their first
years of minist1y, some of the early
indicators point in that direction.
A look at these programs offers
some insight into formation of high
school-age young people who exhibit
identifiable gifts for a church vocation,
even if they do not know if they have
this call. (Most of the young people
who participate in these programs do
not sense that they have a call at the
time they participate.) Two things are
striking: in these programs, high school
students learn Christian practices, espe
cially that of asking theological ques
tions, and they are deeply shaped by
the experience of living in a residential
Christian community.
121
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As one young woman said of the
Summer Youth Institute (SYI) at
Pittsburgh Theological Semina1y, "SYI
stirs thought in people. It makes you
question things. It challenges you in
ways that you still will think about years
later. You'll say, 'I remember when I had
that conversation,' and now I am talking
about things on a much deeper level."
For some, like Noelle York-Simons, SYI
was a place to find her voice. "In that
month I went from a kid who wasn't
taken seriously to becoming a person
who had opinions-informed opin
ions-that people listened to." Some
students who later became pastors say
they still use the question-asking model
they learned in the high school
programs in their current ministries with
both youth and adults. One of these
pastors leads a monthly "Faith Talks"
session in his rural church, where he
says "people have never had room to ask
questions." As a pastor, he is nmtured in
his own faith as church members
explore theological questions linked to
their personal struggles.
Derek Davenport, an alumnus of
the SYI program, not only learned to
ask questions; he believes SYI also
"planted seeds of a prayer life and spiri
tual disciplines that took root later."
As a semina1y senior seeking a call, he
hopes this will help him to combat
burnout in ministry
A second formative experience
gleaned almost universally from the
seminary-sponsored theological

programs for high school youth is
learning to see oneself not as an indi
vidual on a career track but as part of
a company of people who do ministry
together. Typically, alumnae and alumni
of these programs say: "I learned that it
is all about community." "I learned to
connect with other people." The webs
of relationships that these young pastors
develop as high school students can be
strong and endming. One young
woman describes another person in the
high school program "who was very
much like myself-musical. We did not
keep in touch, but she turned up at
seminary too." It was reassuring to her
that there are people from her high
school years with whom she shares a
call to a vocation in the church.
Occasionally these young pastors also
name seminary professors and mentors
from the high school years who are still
part of their lives. More significantly,
they tend to transfer this value for
community to their current collegial
relationships. As one young pastor who
attended YTI says, "Clergy friendships
are important to me, including relation
ships with older ones. I ask them, 'Arn
I being an idiot?' or 'Can you believe
"'
what they said to me?
Matthew Williams, now a graduate
of the Interdenominational Theological
Seminary in Atlanta, describes his
poignant experience of "living bumper
to bumper" with high school peers of
different races who suddenly recog
nized their racism. As an African
American, he was troubled by subtle
assumptions imbedded in comments he
heard from his fellow scholars at YTI as
they passed through an inner-city
neighborhood during one of their
excursions off campus. In a close,
trusting Christian community, he was
able to name his discomfort and help
his friends identify attitudes tl1ey did
not know were racist. These programs
often focus on difference and teaching
people to see the common humanity in
others who are different from tl1em
selves or vvith whom they disagree. This
respect for difference learned in
community is another value that has
helped young pastors. One found

himself serving as a pastor in a commu
nity with a much lower educational level
than he was accustomed to. Despite this
difference, he is gratified that the
community has accepted him as a pastor,
as evidenced in the high number of
nonmember weddings he has been
asked to perform.
Besides formation in Christian prac
tices and community, young pastors who
pa1ticipated in these programs name a
third thing that has had a lasting impact:
they were helped to identify their call to
a church vocation at an early age.
Several said they consider this a great
advantage. Becky Rowe, who attended
the Theological Exploration of Youth
(TEY) at Lutheran Theological
Seminary at Philadelphia, is one who
is grateful for her experience in the
program. "TEY started a chain of events
in my life that led to a call to explore
ordination." Derek Davenport, who is
a pastor's son and a pastor's grandson,
would not consider a call to ministry
because "it was the family business." But
at SYI, he says, "I was allowed to think
about it on my own terms. That's where
the idea started. In college, I realized
this is for real."
Many young people say they do not
feel supp01t from their parents or from
their peers to e;,..'Plore a call to ministiy.
Jeff Kaster, director of the St. John's
School of Theology-Ministry, tells about
James, who attended Youth in Theology
and Ministry (YTM), "During a large
group discussion on vocation and
listening to God's call, James stood up
and said to the group, 'I believe God is
calling me to the priesthood.' His peers
immediately starting clapping and
cheering for him."
Noelle York-Simons, the associate
rector for campus and neighborhood
ministries at All Saints Episcopal Church
in Atlanta, knew that she was going to be
a priest at age 14--before she attended
YTL For her, the experience shaped her
d1ive. "I went from being like a six:-year
old who looks at the man on the fire
truck with the spotted dog and says,
'That's cool,' to someone who knew what
it was to be a firefighter. I went from
thinking it would be nice to play with

dishes on the altar to learning to think
theologically in real terms and to
becoming a public theologian."
In these programs, high school youth
are encouraged to ask what God is
calling them to do vvith their lives,
whether it is to enter a church vocation
or some other calling. Youth also learn
that there are many options for work in
the church besides the pastorate.
Several mention how liberating it was
for them to meet television personality
Fred Rogers ("Mr. Rogers") through SYI
and to learn that he was an ordained
Presbyterian minister serving in a non
parish call.
The strategies for Christian formation
mentioned here that are shown to be
effective when used by theological
schools with high school youth are, in
fact, tried-and-true methods used for
years by congregations, camps, schools,
and other institutions that work with
high school youth. What is notable is the
intentionality and creativity with which
these seminaries utilize them. Further,
in this work, seminaries are venturing
into territory that is new for them. They
generally educate graduate students
not even college students. They are
reaching to the high school age group to
shape the kind of young person who will
have the capacities to train for ministry.
And there is evidence among the early
coh01ts that seminaries are forming
youth in significant ways not only to
prepare to become pastors but also to
thrive in their early years of ministry. +

NOTES

1. For a list and contact information on theo
logical programs for high school youth spon
sored by theological schools and funded by
the Lilly Endowment, contact the Fund for
Theological Education at www.thefund.org.
2. There is tremendous variation in the
models for these programs developed by
theological schools. Some schools host the
program off-campus at colleges, camps, and
retreat centers. Some take youth on wilder
ness treks, local and international mission
trips, pilg1images to religious sites, and visits
to national denominational meetings. Some
involve a variety of institutions, including the
home, congregation, school, and local

community service organizations in the
"village" that forms high school youth in
Christian faith. Some ask youth to design and
execute a project in their church or commu
nity after they return home. Many utilize
mentors from the home congregation to
extend the learning. For more information,
please see "Strategic Advances in Theological
Education: Theological Programs for High
School Youth, 1999-2004," by Carol E. Lytch,
in Summer Reports of Lilly Endowment
Grant Programs, 2005, made available
through www.thefund.org.

What experiences did you ....
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the churchl
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gatlons, schools, camps, or other
organizations create a space for
teens to ask serious intellectual
questions about their faith? What
factors do you believe undercut
their efforts?
In what ways do consreptlons,

schools, camps, or other orpnlza.
tlons create experiences of Christian
community for teens? Is there
evidence that this community Is
profound and lasting?
At what age do you believe people
should be Invited to consider whit
God Is calHng them to do with their
lives? How might this topic be
broached with teens? Ale there
particular resources that are useful In
this endeavor?
Is It desirable for seminaries to be
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T e Moveable Feast

A Continuing Education Dream Made Real
K .C .

PTOMEY

wenty-three years ago, a conversation among three pastors planted the seeds
for what was to become the most successful continuing education program of
their careers, as well as that of many other pastors. It began in 1982, when these
pastors met at a preaching seminar at Austin Presbyterian Seminary and developed
a friendship. They enjoyed one another's company and appreciated the seminar
leader, Fred Craddock, so they agreed to participate in another Fred Craddock
seminar the following year. Dming that next seminar, hosted by Louisville Presbyterian
Seminary, the three ministers met several other pastors who shared their interest in partici
pating in a disciplined, ongoing continuing education seminar focusing on homiletics. I was
one of them. One evening, the group-now consisting of eight pastors-began to talk about
the possibility of forming the "perfect" continuing education experience. We fantasized about
what it might look like: "It would be limited to those who are preaching on a regular basis and
are willing to do serious preparation," one pastor suggested. "We would choose our own
visiting scholar, as well as the subject matter," another added. Several others expressed a
desire for an event that would move about the country.
Since we were meeting at Louisville Seminary, we sought out the seminary's director of
continuing education to get some feedback on the feasibility of our idea. Craig Dykstra, who
held the position at the time, assisted us in shaping our dream into a reality; he gave us
permission to hold meetings at the seminary, at the same time allowing us to retain the right
141CONGREGATIO
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to determine who could participate.
(We wanted to include only those
pastors whose passion for improving
their preaching and willingness to
do the work necessary to prepare
for meetings were as high as our own.)
Soon after getting the green light from
Dykstra, we formulated a plan to gather
again at Louisville Seminary and to
invite Tom Long, then professor of
homiletics at Columbia Seminary in
Decatur, Georgia, to be our presenting
scholar. In addition, we agreed to
recruit other participants. It wasn't long
before we had expanded our group to
include four other pastors who shared
our commitment to the study of
homiletics. So it was that in 1984, 12
ministers assembled in Louisville and
The Moveable Feast was born. Since
then the group has grown to include 25
Presbyterian pastors from across the
country, the youngest in her thirties and
the oldest in his sixties. At present,
group members serve churches in 15
states, and three are presidents of
Presbyterian seminaries.
Unquestionably, this group has been
the most significant continuing educa
tion program of my career. One can't
help but become a better preacher in
this environment.
Perhaps the most obvious benefit of
The Moveable Feast is the opportunity
it provides to be with some of the finest
biblical scholars in the nation. Since the
group began its work, it has been
assisted by an impressive array of top
notch scholars, including Walter
Brueggemann, Gail O'Day, Fred
Craddock, Daniel Patte, John McClure,
David Buttrick, Beverly Gaventa, Luke
Timothy Johnson, Tom Long, Patrick
Miller, James Sanders, Clifton Black,
Beth Johnson, David Bartlett, and
Dennis Olsen. In fact, the group's repu
tation is such that some scholars have
sought an invitation to participate in our
gatherings. More typical forms of
continuing education simply do not offer
the same access to such luminaries.
But the scholarship of The Moveable
Feast doesn't end there. That of the
participants is also of great significance.
Each participant arrives at the meeting

with papers on two different selections
from the lectionary, so each of us comes
away with 35 to 40 well-researched
papers. The value of having this sort of
scholarship at one's fingertips when
preparing sermons cannot be overstated.
The most intangible yet one of the
most significant benefits of The
Moveable Feast is the community it has
become. To have an opportunity to
participate in a group in which all
members are committed to improving
their own preaching and to doing the
advance work necessary to be of the
greatest possible assistance and support
to other members is truly an honor and
a gift. Here, we communicate with one
another in an honest yet supportive
manner. We have come to know, trust,
and love one another through our
participation in this unique gathering,
and our congregations have benefited
from our combined work For me, this
community has become church in a
very real sense.

Planning the Event
Here's how it works: Every year we hold
a business meeting where we determine
the topics, speakers, and locations for
future meetings. These decisions are
established by vote and are made three
to four years in advance because both
facilities and scholars tend to be booked
far into the future. The scholars we
select are typically people who are
deeply committed to the church and
have a passion for preaching. Since
many of these individuals are professors
at seminaries or other institutions of

higher learning, we purposely hold our
meetings in early January, when many
schools are still on their winter break.
Nevertheless, we typically decide on
one or two alternates to prevent the
need to reconvene the group for
another discussion and vote should our
first-choice scholar be unavailable.
Once the topic, scholar, and location
for a meeting have been decided, one
group member agrees to contact the
speaker, another offers to make the
logistical arrangements, and a third
agrees to lead worship at the meeting.
The Revised Common Lectionary is
central to the group's work, so another
member will volunteer to make the text
assignments. Each participant then
agrees to prepare a five- to ten-page
paper on each of the two lectionary
selections he or she is assigned.
Our papers contain exegetical mate
rial and suggestions of homiletical
trajectories. Instead of choosing from
among the lections for the assigned
Sundays, we focus on texts suggested by
the visiting scholar. If, for example, the
scholar's field is Old Testament, we
write papers on Old Testament lections.
Our meetings always span five days
in January, but the site of the meeting
changes from year to year. In addition to
Louisville Seminary, the group has met
at a state park outside of Nashville; at
Princeton Seminary; at Columbia
Seminary in Decatur, Georgia; at the
College of Preachers in Washington,
D.C.; at a church camp in Memphis; at
Holmes Retreat Center in New York; at
The Michigan League on the campus of
the University of Michigan; at Stoney
Point Retreat Center in New York; at
�UMMER
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San Damiano Retreat Center in San
Francisco; and at Ghost Ranch in Santa
Fe. Once a site has been selected and
the necessary arrangements have
been made to secure meeting space,
members are notified. They are then
responsible for the cost of their own
travel and accommodations. Each of
us also pays an annual fee of $150 to
underwrite the honorarium and
eA'Penses of the visiting scholar.
At the meeting, we begin each day
with morning prayer. This is led by the
individual who assumed responsibility
for developing the liturgies for the
meeting. Over the years, our emphasis
on the worship element of these gather
ings has grown, becoming a richer and
richer part of our experience together.
Later, we gather to hear the presentation
of papers. Our visiting scholar presents
first, typically for about 30 minutes. We
then hear papers from group members.
Thirty minutes is set aside for the pres
entation and discussion of each paper.
The visiting scholar and members of
the group then engage in a lively
discussion about the paper. In order to
accommodate the volume of papers to
be presented, the group works from
Monday morning through Friday noon
and sometimes one or two nights as well.
Each participant leaves the event with
a copy of each of the papers presented,
along with notes from our discussions.

Of Friendship and Commitment
We're not all work and no play, however.
Just as we have devoted more time and
focus to worship as the years have
progressed, so too have we recognized
the importance of having a social compo
nent to our meetings. Taking the time
to relax and enjoy dinner out with one
another helps solidify our friendships and
provides a much-needed balance to our
16
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hard work of the day. Therefore, when we
look for meeting space, we have become
careful to select a location that offers
convenient access to restaurants.
As you might imagine, there is a waiting
list for participation in The Moveable Feast.
Despite our openness to the idea of
including new members, it is impossible to
accommodate more than 25 participants
per year given the length of the papers and
presentations, so the group serves best as a
model for a novel continuing education
program rather than as a direct opportu
nity for participation. Exactly how one
would go about putting such a group
together would depend on tl1e vision,
personality, location, and contacts of the
founder(s). However, tl1e experience of a
spin-off group to The Moveable Feast may
provide some insight into possible sources

of funding or otl1er suppmt. During tl1at
group's first two years of existence it was
supported by a grant from the Lilly
Endowment. In its tl1ird and fomth years
it was partially funded by tl1e Valparaiso
Project on the Education and Formation
of People of Faith. By its fifth year it was
well-established and had become
self-supporting, with each member
cont1ibuting an amount commensurate
witl1 his or her resources.
For those interested in creating
a similar community of learning and
support, I cannot recommend this
format highly enough. The Moveable
Feast is the most productive and helpful
continuing education program in which
I have been involved, and my colleagues
from this community say tl1e same is
true for them. To have annually partici
pated for more than two decades in a
context where everyone has the same
dedication to learning has had a
profound and lasting impact on my
ministiy, my preaching, my congrega
tion, and my life. I wish the same for
all my clergy colleagues. •

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION
f you have had a difficult time finding continuing education events that "scratch" precisely
where you are Itching Intellectually and spiritually, seek dlalogue with others who share
your commitment to spiritual and Intellectual growth, and can think of a few scholars with
whom you would like to study, a contlnulns education program modeled after The Monable
Feast may be what would best serve you. To begin to formulate a more specific plan for your
own Moveable Feast, consider these questions:
What specific spiritual needs do you feel are not being metl
Who among your colleagues has expressed a similar experience and shares your
commitment to spiritual growthl
What specific Intellectual needs are not being supported?
Who among your colleagues has expressed Interest In this area of !earning and shares
your commitment to Intellectual growthl
With which of your colleagues would you like to experience deeper dialogue
and fellowship?
If some of the same names appear In your answen to numbers 2, 4, and 5, give those Indi
viduals a call and start a conversation about the posslblllty of developlng your own group
contlnulns education event.

Worship.

• •

sheer wonder at the beauty of God,
gratitude for the gospel of Christ,
and eagerness to deepen
self-giving service in God's world.
W hat new step of creativity, faithfulness, or congregational insight
would it take for your church to further pursue this ideal?
At the Calvin Institute of Christian Worship, we offer no easy
answers. But through our Worship Renewal Grants Program,
we do offer practical encouragement and financial support:
We seek to serve as a catalyst to stimulate and implement your
vision for worship with greater creativity, depth, and relevance.
We encourage and guide you as you develop a collaborative
plan for imaginative but well-grounded worship renewal.
We listen and learn from a diverse community of grant recipients.
Through seminars, correspondence, and our website, those who receive
Worship Renewal Grants exchange ideas and learn from one another.

Learn more at the Grants section of our website

www. calvin. edulworship

CALVIN INSTITUTE OF CHRISTIAN WORSHIP
for the study and renewal of worship
Worship Renewal Grants Program:
To enrich public worship in your congregation.
Funding from Lilly Endowment Inc.
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One-on-One:

The Unique Gifts of the Clergy/Coach Relationship

ALICE

MANN

uring my 10 years as a senior consultant for the Alban Institute, my work with
congregational leaders has revolved around three main roles: educator,
consultant, and coach. Over time, coaching has become a much more
prominent feature of my work This shift was partly driven by cultural
trends and fads. The term "coach" has been translated from the playing field
into almost eve1y aspect of human life-from childbirth to personal fitness,
from dating to executive leadership. Sometimes this word is chosen more for its
sound than its substance. One friend of mine who offers "executive coaching" in the world of
banking often gets called in to give a failing leader one last chance to shape up before he or she
is fired.
Beyond the hype and the euphemisms, coaching is an important option for clergy and lay
leaders who recognize the challenges of ministry today and have given up the search for easy
answers. Coaching can help leaders make critical connections-for example, between broad
concepts and everyday leadership behavior, between their expected role and their actual gifts,
or between the congregation's historic strengths and its current options for ministry in a
changing environment. Coaching is an ideal setting in which to forge these links so that more
congruent and fruitful ministry can emerge.

The Coaching Relationship
Characteristics of a coaching relation
ship-as opposed to an educational
event or a consultant intervention
might include:
+ primary focus on one leader, typi
cally a sole or senior pastor, or a
very small leadership team (such
as pastor and board chair, or senior
and associate pastor)
+ a declared intention or goal around
which the coaching relationship
is organized
+ a consistent and supportive struc
ture that keeps the stated intention
in focus over time so that progress
can be tracked
+ an atmosphere of trust, in which the
client(s) can explore any pain, fear, or
confusion that may be experienced in
the course of addressing the goal
+ questions from the coach that elicit
the wisdom and competence of the
client(s), even as they explore
uncertainties and vulnerabilities
+ checkpoints when coach and
client(s) assess both progress on
goals and the experience of the
coaching relationship itself

The exact structure and emphasis
of coaching, however, will vary with
the practitioner and the setting. For
instance, when Nancy Sayer1 , a
consultant and coach with Samaritan
Interfaith Counseling Center in
Naperville, Illinois, provides coaching
for a pastoral team, she describes her
work as helping the team members "to
understand each other's styles and pref
erences and to develop a team that is
built on the strengths of each member."

While I might have classified that activity
as a "team-building consultation," Sayer
and I would clearly be working in similar
ways, regardless of the label we assign
our efforts.
Sayer also notes the importance of
coaching as a resource for the solo
pastor. The clergy who seek her out, she
says, "have discovered the benefit of
sitting down with an outside person and
exploring the obstacles in their personal
and vocational life that are preventing
them from performing to their highest
potential." As she puts it, alternative
perspectives from the coach "broaden
out the myopic view that often develops
in a solo position." Sayer typically uses a
variety of assessment tools to help
deepen pastors' understanding of their
personalities and leadership styles. With

this knowledge, she says, a pastor can
then "apply strategies that help him or
her to interact with staff, church leaders,
and parishioners more effectively. "

When to Use a Coach
Coaching is just one element in the
ecology of church leadership develop
ment today, alongside seminaries, clergy
continuing education events, published

materials, and consultants who work on
site in the congregation to help larger
groups of leaders with planning,
visioning, or problem solving. Clients
often approach me for coaching in order
to deepen, contextualize, and apply
learning that has begun in another
setting. For instance, many of my
coaching clients have just completed
some sort of educational experience:
they have attended a seminar, read some
books, or visited other congregations
known for innovative ministries. Such
learning activities set the leader a bit off
balance and generate energy for change
by providing new concepts, new ques
tions, and sometimes new relationships.
But there is usually a significant gap
between the intellectual understanding
produced by an educational experience
and full integration of that new knowl
edge into one's actual practice of
ministry. Follow-up coaching after an
education event can help a leader reap
the full benefits of the experience-to
relate the new ideas to his or her own
gifts and context and to develop new
patterns of behavior.
Other clients approach me when they
are "stepping up to the plate" to attempt
a challenging piece of congregational
change, such as breaking through certain
barriers to growth or becoming an "open
and affirming" congregation with respect
to sexual orientation. While the client
brings a particular goal to the table as a
proposed focus for the coaching relation
ship, full commitment to the task cannot
be taken for granted. Organizational
consultant Peter Block offers leaders a
clever maxim for such situations: "The
answer to how is yes." I translate this to
mean that method questions (in other
words, how to do something) sometimes
SUMMER
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obscure deeper commitment questions
(whether to do it and why one would
take the attendant risks). Coaching can
help a leader clarify deeper intentions,
size up the task, and test his or her
commitment to doing the required lead
ership work.
In her practice, Sayer finds that her
clients are receptive to coaching at
certain characteristic times in the clergy
life-cycle, especially the transition
moments in a pastor's life. Clergy
settling into a new position, for example,
may ask her to help them "understand
the dyn amics of particular personalities
they encounter or the organizational
dyn amics of the system." Other pastors,
she says, may want to gain insight into
the "energy drives and drains" in their
ministry situation so that they can
discern where God is calling them to
serve next. Still others are facing retire
ment and getting ready to move to a
new life stage; a coach can help pastors
in this stage of life to explore their
values and to envision what comes next
so that they can move through the tran
sition more easily.
There are some situations, however,
where coaching may not be the best
resource. Leaders whose goal-oriented
energies have been swallowed up by
persistent depression might benefit more
from therapy than from coaching, while
leaders who have lost their deeper sense
of call may want to schedule a retreat or
find a spiritual director. In other cases, a
one-to-one coaching relationship may not
be as effective as a consultative interven
tion that brings key parts of the congre
gational system into the same room for a
wider conversation. Take, for example,
the pastor who wants to engage church
leaders in a demanding project related to
congregational development, growth, or
change. If the foundations for team
work-including common language,
knowledge of each other's stories, and
shared assumptions about mission and
ministry-have not yet been built, or
have been shaken by painful events, it is
often helpful to bring in a third party to
facilitate conversations on-site. Once a
working relationship has been estab
lished, follow-up coaching may help the
20
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pastor to build on those emerging rela
tionships or to bring other leaders on
board as ti.me goes on.
The life events, ministry challenges,
and career transitions described in this
article are just some of the instances
where coaching would be appropriate.
For clergy seeking to become more
intentional leaders, integrate new ideas
into their ongoing practice, navigate
personal and congregational transitions,
or sustain their focus on important
goals, coaching can be an opportunity
for deep and fruitful learning. •

NOTES
1. Nancy Sayer is a licensed clinical profes
sional counselor and master personal and exec
utive coach who works at Samaritan Interfaith
Counseling Center in Naperville, Illinois,
coaching clergy in the Chicagoland area.

Aie you ...... troulJle $8ledlng
which m1nlstly appnNlches really
flt you or your situation?
Beyond your family and your
congregational leaders, do you lack
a sounding board for ministry Issues
and options?
Do you feel you are reacting all
the time rather than establishing
your own sense of direction In
your ministry?

"nextn for me In my professional and
vocational life.
During our first conversation, my coach
asked me to define what It Is that I do. He
was not seeking simply a generic descrip
tion; he challenged me to get as clear and
comprehensive about my work as I could:
what groups I was responsible for, what
programs I led and participated In, what
worship roles I played, which pastoral

I

A JOURNEY FROM ATONEMENT TO REDEMPTION

relationships I initiated and which ones
others initiated with me.
I was then asked to consider what I
wanted to do: Where were my passions?
What were my gifts? Where were my
energy and desire? What was my vision for
this unique piece of the body of Christ? As I
began to create my "vision portfolio"--on
the basis of giftedness and abundance-I
began to see the congregational system in
a different light. Instead of a complex
system of personalities, agendas, and
diverse opinions on issues from worship to
community engagement-a system I felt
called to manage-I began to see my role
as the vision bearer. This was not an easy
transition. There was a lot of resistance to
it-in me. For more years than I care to
recall, I had taken pride in seeing how
many tasks I could accomplish, how many
obligations and responsibilities I could
meet, how many problems I could solve.
Vision and overall purpose were often lost
in the midst of managing an endless list of
tasks. From a clinical perspective, there was
some secondary gain in my hyperactivity.
There was a kind of martyr quality to it all.
I took great pride in a line from Peter
Drucker, the systems management guru,
who said that parish clergy have the
hardest job of anyone in America.
My coach was not impressed. (As it turns
out, I don't think many other people were,
either). At one point, he suggested I fire
myself from my job. The challenge, he said,
was to live into the vision, not read to an
archaic series of obligations. Clearly, some
obligations were triggered by neurotic
impulses, such as the need to be liked and
needed, and while these impulses were
sometimes identified, the real work was
building on my gifts and strengths. And this
was work. It was not only difficult to hold
onto the developing vision in the midst of
internal resistance and the reluctance to
break some professional habits, but there
were three critical components that needed
to be put in place-communication, trust,
and team-if this process was to have any
hope of success.

Cir•l11l111ihftof:[ft;m In my case, the
communication component was not so
much about creating more reliable infor
mation and feedback loops within the
congregation but about my being clear
with others about what I was doing-and
not doing-which meant I needed to take
all the ideas and projects that I had always
kept track of in my head or in my day
planner and put them on the table for staff
and parish leaders. It also meant that I
needed to be clear with myself about my

that I wanted their input}, but as long as I
worked at communication and trust, we
moved forward.
Subtle shifts began to emerge. I think I
first noticed them in my prayer life. While I
had always given a conceptual assent to a
God of abundance, my prayers were often
taken up with atoning for errors and faults,
forgiving slights, and seeking God's
comfort in periods of anxiety and difficulty.
Through the "asset-based" orientation of
coaching, I was less inclined to look back

priorities. Too many unprocessed and
uncommunicated ideas tended to spin too
many people around, myself included.
For me, trust involved learning
about the need to delegate responsibility. I
had to trust that people would do, and
would have the giftedness to do, what they
said they would do. This had always been
difficult for me; what I turned over to
others had always been so shrouded in lack
of trust that the person to whom I dele
gated ended up spending more time allevi
ating my anxiety than implementing the
assigned task. No wonder people didn't
step forward, and if they did were often
anxious about my anxiety, which certainly
affected their work.
1The notion of team was a natural
evolution of communication and trust. One
coaching assignment was to share my
vision with the staff and invite them to
participate in reworking and reshaping it
so that we could all be aligned with the
same vision. This process was a bit bumpy
(at first it was hard for some to really trust

and more open to looking forward-and
to seeing the opportunities, blessings, and
abundance that were there for the reaping.
Instead of managing the system (including
my own internal system), I felt inspired
to create a new one, trusting that opportu
nity and abundance would be part of
the mix.
Instead of minimizing flaws and
trauma, which tended to follow the thera
peutic model (and which had become an
ingrained part of my mindset), I was
becoming more oriented to maximizing
opportunities. Theologically, this was a
movement from an atonement model to
one of redemption. "Behold, I make all
things new" is a wonderful homiletical
flourish but one that I had always had a
hard time allowing to take anchor in my
soul. There had always been too many
issues and memories to work through
before I could even begin to think of
anything new. I credit my coaching rela
tionship with having provided a venue and
forum for trusting the God of abundance.
121

in Focus

A Matter of the
Over the past 22 years, continuing education has been a big part of my life:
I earned a Ph.D. in systematic theology, mastered the art of creating wheel
thrown ceramic pots, and completed an Executive MBA program. During
that time, I was pastor of an evolving urban congregation blessed with
worship attendance doubling and our age demographic becoming about 25
years younger. So how did I have time to be both pastor of a growing
congregation and student? Why did I-a minister-pursue an MBA and
want to learn pottery? And what do a theology dissertation, a ceramic pot,
and accounting skills have in common?
The answer to the last question is "my heart." As I
contemplated the thought of mastering the subject
of systematic theology, the potter's wheel, and disci
plines such as accounting and finance, my heart
started to beat a bit faster. I got excited about what
I might learn. Of course, there was also a fear factor
because I felt more than a little anxiety that I might
fail (especially in the MBA program). But in eacb
case, I felt drawn to the educational project just as
I feel called to ministry. I expe1ienced a call to move
deeper into the complex and fascinating doctrines of
the church, the untapped artistic side of my being, and a totally alien world of monetary policy and finan
cial reports. Following these calls to grow has been as important to me as anything I have done in ministry.

Pastor John Wi1nberly
shares how his passions
have shaped his lifelong
learning agenda
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While I have definitely increased my
skill set with these projects, I am not
convinced that better skills should be
the primary goal of our continuing
education as clergy. I think we need
continuing education projects that feed
our souls. Ministry drains and depletes,
empties and exhausts us. Continuing
education can revive and renew, fill up
and fuel us.After a challenging day of
pastoral counseling, dealing with stub
born problems in the congregation, or
handling administrative tasks, I have
loved coming home to read a few chap
ters ofAquinas, throw a pot, or work
through a managerial economics
problem. These totally different worlds
have been my world, a world where I
can think about things that the very
specific demands of my ministry don't

were able to envision how they would
directly benefit from my educational
growtl1. In the years that followed, tl1e
congregation coped well with the
various phases of the program. In fact,
they were very supportive.
In the first part of tl1e program, I
needed time away from the congrega
tion for classes. This meant blocking out
specific times dming the week when I
wasn't available to the congregation,
although I did miss classes when tl1ere
was an emergency. Over six semesters, I
took 10 three-credit classes.
In the second phase, I studied for
comprehensive exams. This involved
reading about 100 books for five exams.
I liked this part of tl1e program the best.
At the end of exams, I had a compre
hensive and broad knowledge of system-

normally allow me to consider. In these
worlds, I feel the Spirit moving within
me-creating, destroying, re-creating.
New parts of my mind and heart come
to life, grow, and evolve. My continuing
education has been a place where I have
felt the biblical promise of re-creation
corning to fruition.
How I was able to pursue my various
continuing education projects while still
serving my congregation was largely a
function of communicating with the
members of the congregation about how
they would gain from my pursuits. They,
like me, came to believe that it was good
for my soul.

atic theology, and I felt a sense of
self-empowerment that was exhilarating.
In the final phase of tl1e program, I
wrote my dissertation, choosing a
subject that informed and helped guide
my work as an urban pastor committed
to social justice issues-the doctrine of
grace in the liberation theology ofJuan
Luis Segundo. I was blessed with a wise
dissertation director who advised me,
"John, this is your union card, not a
Summa."Adopting that workman-like
approach, I devoted several evenings a
week to research, reading, and writing.
While working on my Ph.D., I devoted
10 hours to study in an average week. I
used study leave prior to comprehensive
exams, and to finish my dissertation I
used my days off, vacations, and any other
available time to do research, orgaiuze
mate1ial, and wiite. The program took 10
years to complete. During that decade,
no hospital calls were n1issed, no phone

Pursuing a Doctorate
Prior to beginning my Ph.D. program, I
discussed my plai1s with my lay leader
ship and members. Fortunately, they
241
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calls went unanswered, and no Bible
studies were taught unprepared. Since my
congregation saw little disruption in their
relationship with me, members were very
supportive of my doctoral program. It is a
resource I tap every day in my ministry.

Becoming a Potter
My journey to becoming a potter was far
less logical and less planned than my
decision to study systematic theology. I
was on sabbatical at our home in San
Miguel deAllende, Mexico, when tlus
call came-and not very obviously at
first. During a telephone conversation
with my wife, I complained that I had
already read all of the books I had
brought witl1 me. Her immediate reac
tion was, "You're in Mexico's art
hangout; take an ait class!" 'Tm
not an artist," I responded. But
Phyllis, a painter, wouldn't let
me off the hook. "Everyone's
an artist," she said.
I decided to enroll in a
pottery wheel class at a local
art school. Potte1y felt more
like construction than art, so I
figured I might be able to do it.
As I watched my teacher
Shozo Tanida, aJapanese potter, throw a
pot, I knew I had made the right choice.
Far from being construction, I immedi
ately realized that throwing a pot on tl1e
wheel is a sublime spiritual experience.
Shozo sat at the wheel wearing a golf
cap, with a cigarette hanging out of his
mouth and Miles Davis playing in the
background. Out of the midst of a ball of
clay emerged a perfectJapanese bowl,
sides thrown at a sharp angle. When
finished with his demonstration, Shozo
looked up, exhaled a huge cloud of
smoke and said in Spanish, "Al torno" (to
the wheel). In our phone conversation
later that week, I told my wife that
Shozo was my new idol!
A lot of people stop throwing because
they can't master centering clay. For
many in the U.S., I am convinced that
tlus is a spiritual problem, not a technical
one. Imposing our cultural values on
tl1rowing, we push the clay to conform to

our wishes, rush the clay so we can move
on to the next step. But clay can't be
pushed or rushed. Clay needs a thrower
with strong but relaxed hands. I began to
succeed at cente1ing clay when I allowed
the clay to center me.
Patience is a spiritual discipline
required in ceramics. It is one of the
major reasons ceramics has been such a
powerful learning experience for me. By
nature, I am an impatient person. Prior
to studying ceramics, I wanted the
world, my congregation, and my own
personal life to change immediately. At
times, my impatience has been helpful.
At other times, it has been destructive
and counterproductive.
In ceramics, impatience has only
one effect and it is negative. Try to
throw a pot too quickly and it collapses.
Put a pot in a kiln before it is bone-dry
and it explodes. Glaze pots too quickly
and the glaze runs and ruins the pot.
Only bad things happen to the impa
tient in ceramics.
So, as I learned the art of throwing
and finishing pots, I learned the mt and
power of patience. It has transformed
my life. While I still want injustices to
stop immediately, I now realize that only
the patient effectively battle injustice. I
have come to view Martin Luther King,
Jr., as a model of patience. Many of his
followers wanted him to rush into this or
that strategy. He refused. He worked
with what I call an "impatient patience."
Ceramics also taught me the impor
tance of details. Even ceramic pieces
that look roughly hewn, such as
Japanese folk pottery, are done with
excruciating attention to detail. When I
was learning to throw tea bowls, Shozo
made me throw 100 of them. After
about 50 bowls, I realized that he was
forcing me to pay more attention to the
details of what I was doing.
I now teach the wheel in Mexico.
While it consumes part of my vacation
time, I want others to discover the joy
of throwing. I love watching the faces
of my students as they begin to throw
something successfully. They m·e
reduced to the same childlike wonder I
experience every time I get on a wheel.
As with my doctoral work, learning

As a pastoral leader, you rarely have enough time for prayer, for study, for family and friends, for
renewal. The Sabbatical Grant for Pastoral Leaders
competition of The Louisville Institute offers the gift
of time through grants to support sabbaticals.

Time.
How would you use an extended time free from
pastoral duties? Read? Pray? Study? Reflect?
Write? Retreat? All are possible, and encouraged,
during a Louisville Institute sabbatical.

Time.
Up to 60 grants of $10,000 (eight weeks) or $15,000
(twelve weeks) will be awarded for an uninterrupted
time to do the things that will renew your vocation
and ministry. Visit (www.louisville-institute.org)
or call (502-992-5431) today.

ceramics required me to set aside time
in my week for classes. I was always able
to find a once-a-week evening class. I
also built a studio in my home. This
enables me to throw on my days off and
during other free time. It takes a couple
of years of dedicated work to become a
fairly good potter.
My congregation has been a direct

beneficiary of my pots. Perhaps the
greatest benefit they have received is
a more patient pastor, but I also give
pots to members who have served the
church in some way, and auction them
off at fund-raisers for mission projects.
They also decorate various rooms in
the church.
For those pastors who are curious
S U M M E R
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about how cultivating their creativity
might offer a new dimension to their
ministry, I offer one caution: There are
lots of bad art teachers, so talk with
others who have taken classes before
selecting one. Where did they learn their
art? Who were their best teachers? What
did they gain from the experience? Talk
to enough people to get a sense of what
appeals to you, where you might find
quality instruction, and then give it a try.

ALL ABOARD! WINNING CONGREGATIONAL SUPPORT FOR YOUR
CONTINUING EDUCATION PURSUITS
f your continuing education projects are time-consuming endeavors,you'll need the support
and understanding of your congregation to make them wort<. Here are some suggestions

that stem from the adlons I've found most effective In cultivating the support I needed for my
own continuing education pursuits.
Pull together some people who might have helpful input on the continuing education
project you wish to embark upon and ask for their support. For example, If you want to
pursue an MBA,contact some members of your congreptlon who have MBAs and ask

Getting My MBA

them to accompany you WMn you Introduce the project to the gcMffllns board.

The same advice would apply to virtually
any continuing education offering I can
think of. Most important, perhaps, is the
feeling that an offering is calling to you.
At age 54, I thought I was done with
major continuing education projects.
However, an Executive MBA (EMBA)
program at The George Washington
University called me back
I am of the opinion that our seminaries
do a great job of teaching us theology and
the Bible but a poor job of teaching us
the professional skills we need to run the
small business that every congregation is.
An MBA seemed like a great opportunity
to learn systematically what I had been
attempting to do intuitively.
Perhaps even more than the skills I
would acquire, the "executive" nature of
this particular MBA program appealed to
me because I knew it would provide me
with an opportunity to interact with bright,
enthusiastic people-people who lived in a
world foreign to me. These programs use
several filters to obtain high-quality, highly
motivated students. They usually require
applicants to have a minimum of 10 years
of successful managerial experience. A
steep price tag is another intentional filter
(I was blessed to receive a scholarship).
Because of these filters, the students in my
program were a high-achieving group of
women and men in their mid-thirties to
mid-forties. I was "the old man."
For 18 months, classes were held
from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m. on alternating
Fridays and Saturdays. In addition, there
were three one-week out-of-town resi
dencies and a two-week residency in
Asia. Homework in a typical week could
26
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Develop a written rationale for the pn,gram, Identifying why it wHI benefit you,the
congreptior.,and the denomination. Do a simple cmt benefit anllysls (for Instance,
expllln what you would pin and what you would have to 8M up to pursue the ptOi*MH).
Meet wllh your�PersonnetCommltteeandlor...,..bollnla,-ent
your written ratlonale for the pn,pam, lndudlng the tlme,ou'llmed....,tctaccom
plllh,-..,.a llllClthedulatlon of the pn,snim.Expllln how thepn,jectC11Hbe under

ta1tiln without taldnayou """1fnn COfttcommltments It dlun:h. ........... to ldenllfy
wltltJDll•rJve up ln anler tomalllltlnJefor the,n,Ject.
Ma ........ meetln,t,.___.tlme to theeduadlanalpmjed.tllwe a lay
............ thesut,Jedand ...... thelMffllnlboanl'ssupportfor lL11aen ....
,.. ............. ,.,... ........ ,tlon'taclvfleasklnathe congr11 :How1D
wte on the paject,but they nNd to be Informed about It.
lleplllty Interpret your learnings to the con..-satfon throup sermons, the newsletter,
and It annUII med.lngs,ancl .... ,..._ reports replarty to the Penor".ael Commltt.ee
and the 9CMming board. Don't byto hide the prosram.After al, It's not something to be
ashamed of You are proud of ltl Besides, everyone knows about your participation In the
project, so you can't hide It anyway.

In worship,celebrate your sua:essful mmpletlon of the program. You have ac:c:ompHshed

something huge and you couldn't have done It without the congregation.1hat Is cause for

apartyl

easily run up to 20 hours, so it was basi
cally like having a second full-time job.
The EMBA is not for the faint of heart.
A by-product of the program was that I
became an incredibly efficient manager of
my time. During the program, there was
no more sitting at my desk and leafmg
through the Christian Century, no Web
surflng, no attending judicatory meetings
that might not be important! If I devoted
time to something, it mattered and I was
focused. In addition, for 18 months I
barely touched a pottery wheel, rarely
watched television, and spent greatly

reduced time with my wife. When I was
waiting for a doctor's appointment, I had
a book with me. If I was on a plane, I
was working on accounting problems.
Every minute counted.
As exhausting as it was, it was even
more invigorating. I was learning impor
tant material for use in the parish. For
instance, MBA programs stress team
learning; by working in teams in my own
MBA program I realized how little we
use team concepts in the church and
changed that pattern. I encountered
research that showed that annual

employee performance appraisals tend to
de-motivate rather than motivate people,
so I now urge the lay leaders of my congre
gation to evaluate the performance of the
ministry and how individuals contribute to
it rather than focusing on individual
performance. I also learned that a congre
gation without a marketing plan (explicit or
implicit) is probably a congregation that is
not growing. I developed one for Western.
The list of practical applications to ministry
goes on and on.
As pastors, we all run small to medium
size businesses, so it's my belief that
anytime pastors can gain access to what is
being taught in MBA programs, they should
jump at the opportunity. An MBA degree
gives pastors skills for a lifetime. But the
EMBA model is not for everyone. Most
people work on their MBA degrees part
time at night rather than during workdays
and on the more intensive schedule the
EMBA program requires. However,
EMBAs offer the advantage of being part
of a classroom full of experienced, mature
leaders/managers where discussion of a
variety of issues is commonplace. In my
program, the professor often just sat down
and the class took over.

provided my congregation with a pastor
more in tune with the power of creativity,
more knowledgeable about the doctrines
of the church, and more prepared to
effectively deal with the leadership,
managerial, and financial aspects of
ministry. Yet whenever I describe my
continuing education projects to other
pastors, they always ask, "Didn't your
congregation object?" The only honest
answer is, "Not to my face." But I don't
think there was a whole lot of behind-the
scenes complaining or I would have heard
about it. Western isn't that big!
If my congregation did indeed support
my continuing education efforts, as I
believe they did, it may have had some
thing to do with how I communicated with
them about these projects. Rather than
trying to hide the amount of time I spent
on continuing education, I constantly kept
it before the congregation. I wanted my
members to know what I was learning,

how it benefited me, and how it
benefited tl1em. I mentioned my
studies in sermons, in the church
newsletter, at annual meetings,
during pastoral visits, and
anywhere else it seemed appro
priate to do so. If I was taking a
class on the Trinity, the congre
gation heard sermons on the
Trinity. When I was taking MBA
leadership courses, I preached a
lot about the leadership styles of
major biblical characters. And
pottery? There has never been a
deeper well of sermon illustra
tions than art in general and
pottery in particular.
Clearly, I believe in the benefits of a
variety of continuing education offerings.
But I think the habit of taking a contin
uing education course here or there can
fail us. Yes, we meet some good folks and
gain some useful information, but are our
lives shaped and transformed by such an
approach to continuing education? I
don't think so.
I strongly encourage my clergy
colleagues to look for challenging, substan
tial educational projects that will push
them a bit-projects that push intellectu
ally, push tl1e creative side, or maybe push
our approach to leading and managing a
congregation. How a continuing education
project pushes or stretches us isn't as
important as the fact that it does so. And
most important, we must ask ourselves
whether our continuing education feeds
our souls, nourishes our spirits, and renews
the heart. If not, we are missing the true
gift of continuing education. •

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION
• Jefore selecting a continuing education program, consider the followlns questions. They
• lean help steer you to a truly meanlnsful contlnulns education experience.

Communication, Contribution,
and Calling
Each of my continuing education proj
ects-the EMBA, the pottery, the
doctorate-has added a new dimension
to my life and ministry, which in tum has

What needs renewal In my life?
What needs renewal In my mlnlsbyl
What part of me Is underdeveloped and needs to sn,wl
Is there a pplns hole In my llfe/mlnlstiyl Can contlnulns education be used to fill It?
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y friend Jeff, a writer in an advertising
agency, oversees his company's contract
with a large relief organization. When an
earthquake occurred in Barn, Iran, the
relief organization wanted to get out a
mailing as soon as possible. Jeff received
the assignment on a Friday morning. He was given a deadline
of Monday afternoon. He worked all day Friday and Saturday
on the project, and by Saturday evening he could see he would
likely need to put in two more full days of work in order to
make the deadline.
CONGREGATIONS • SUMMER 2005

When he went home from work that night, Jeff felt
conflicted. For several years he had been observing a Sabbath
almost every Sunday, with unexpected and profound blessings.
He has discovered that he gets more done dming the week if he
observes a day of rest. In fact, on those occasions when he goes
al1ead and works on Sundays because he just can't see how the
work would get done otherwise, he feels off balance, scattered,
and perpetually behind all week. This odd arithmetic speaks to
Jeff of the way God honors even our small acts of obedience.
On that Saturday evening after the Barn earthquake, Jeff
decided to keep a Sabbath the next day, despite all the
evidence indicating he needed to work on Sunday. He returned
to work on Monday wondering what would happen. All day

long he found things falling into place in an amazing way. He
met the deadline comfortably, and he went away from work
ma1veling again at the mysterious ways in which God acts.

Growing Observance of the Sabbath
More and more people of all ages are finding joy and fruitful
ness in obse1ving a Sabbath. One of my foends, who is nearing
retirement after a lifelong career in campus ministry, has just
begun to do so. He used to believe people could rest after the
work was done. He has finally realized the work is never done.
"The Sabbath is God's gracious five p.m. whistle, allowing us to
put down our tools even tl1ough tl1e work isn't finished," he says.
In my own experience, a surprising number of people in
their twenties also observe the Sabbath. Many of them say
things like, "The Sabbath is one of the Ten Commandments.
We keep the other nine. Why wouldn't we keep this one?"
At Bethany Presbyterian Church in Seattle, where I recently
se1ved as associate pastor, a group of 20-somethings has gath
ered informally after worship every Sunday for several years,
spending long hours just being together. As some of them
have gotten married and started families, the group has
changed shape, but the commitment to a day of rest from
work has remained.
The timing for this increase in Sabbath obse1vance couldn't
be better. As our culture spins faster and faster, as a frantic
pace becomes the norm, the need for down time is ever more
apparent. We are a tired people. Researchers tell us that, on
the average, Americans sleep two hours less each night than
we did a hundred years ago. Researchers also note that during
our waking hours, multi-tasking takes a significant toll,
contributing to our stress levels and thus to our exhaustion.
For tl1ose of us who tend toward perfectionism or worka
holism, fatigue is a dangerous condition. We tend to cope with
uneasy feelings by working harder-our "drug of choice." And,
of course, fatigue causes a good number of uneasy feelings.
We are lured into a spiral. Working to the point of exhaustion,
we feel off balance because of our fatigue, and our knee-jerk
coping strategy is to work harder, causing deeper exhaustion.
People who study burnout call this pattern "overfunctioning,"
and anyone who looks closely can see it all around us in work
places, in churches, and even in homes.
Overfunctioning has dangerous implications for people of
faith. We believe in God's grace. We believe, as author Philip
Yancey says, that notl1ing we can do will make God love us
less, and nothing we can do will make God love us more.
Unfortunately, overfunctioning undercuts grace in an e:•qJeri
ential way that impacts our hearts. When we overfunction, our
conscious minds continue to affirm that living by grace is
important, but we are acting as if our actions are utterly signif
icant and vitally important. In many ways, our actions shape
our hearts more than our conscious thoughts do, and our
hearts begin to creep toward the unhealthy belief that we can
earn God's approval by what we do.

The Hebrew word for Sabbath simply
means "stop, cease, desist." We need
to ask ourselves what we need to
cease from in order to make some
space for God.
At the end of his space novel Perelandra, C. S. Lewis
creates a long ceremony where the angels who rule the various
planets give speeches about tl1e paradoxes of the world God
has made. One angel reflects on the fact tl1at each of us is truly
necessary because God's love is like a great river, which needs
a riverbed to flow in. Anotl1er adds that each of us is truly
superfluous because God "has no need at all of anything that is
made." God's love comes to us as "plain bounty."1
A weekly rhythm of six days of work and one day of rest
affirms tl1is paradox that Lewis describes. During the six days
of work, we acknowledge by our actions that we are called to
be God's hands and feet in the world, tl1at God's love does
need a Iiverbed to flow in, and that our work is indeed vitally
important and significant. On tl1e one day of rest, we live out
the equally important reality tl1at we are superfluous. God
has no need at all of anything we can do or say or create or
imagine. On that day, we live in the joy of knowing we are
beloved because God's love comes to us as plain bounty.
One of my colleagues, who has observed a Sabbatl1 for
more tl1an 30 years, says that on the Sabbath she is no longer
identified with any of the roles she fulfills in her working life.
On the Sabbath, she is simply a beloved child of God. She
reflects that it was only after several years of Sabbath obser
vance that she learned how to step aside from tl10se roles as
she began her Sabbath, but now it is like changing into
comfortable clothes.
When we overfunction, when we work continuously
without a rhythm of work and rest, we are acting as if only
half of C. S. Lewis's paradox is true. We take ourselves too
seriously. We move dangerously close to idolatry.

What Does the Sabbath Look Like?
The Sabbath has impressed grace on my heart more than
anything else in my life. I have observed a Sabbath for 25
years, ever since my husband Dave and I spent 18 months
living in Tel Aviv, Israel. Our experience of the Sabbatl1 there
involved a day with many fewer options: no shopping, no
movies, no meals in restaurants. We didn't have a car, so the
absence of buses had a significant impact on us and slowed
us down incredibly.
S UMME R
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A day centered around stopping gives
us time and space...to pay attention to
where we have resisted God's hand in
our lives.
We returned to the U.S. determined to bring some of the
slow pace of the Sabbath into our lives here. The specifics of
what a Sabbath looks like have changed with each life stage,
but the common, overarching principle is to cease working. Of
course, work includes far more than just paid work Balancing
the checkbook, mowing the lawn, doing laundry, and shopping
for groceries also feel like work to me. The Hebrew word for
Sabbath simply means "stop, cease, desist." We need to ask
ourselves what we need to cease from in order to make some
space for God.
The many excellent books on Sabbath-keeping suggest a
variety of possible ways to draw near to God on one's day of
rest. I have heard people talk about their joy on the Sabbath as
they walk in nature, pray thankfulness prayers, practice mind
fulness, or spend time with children.
It's important to recognize that setting high goals for
drawing near to God on the Sabbath has an inherent danger
of continuing a pattern of overfunctioning. What we need most
in our frantic culture is to stop our activity. As we learn to stop
in a weekly rhythm, over and over, week after week, and year
after year, our hearts will absorb something about God's grace
that cannot be learned from careful Bible studies, excellent
sermons, or insightful discussions.

The Benefits of Stopping
A day centered around stopping gives us time and space to see
our lives more clearly, to notice where God has been present
in the previous week, to pay attention to where we have
resisted God's hand in our lives. On every single Sabbath, we
might not have profound insights about God's presence in our
lives, but without taking time to stop and notice where God is
working, we will see a whole lot fewer of the miracles that
surround us.
Sometimes on my Sabbath I sit in our living room and look
at the trees through the window. They are amazingly beautiful
in their different seasons. As I sit there, I realize that all week
long I have rushed in and out of the room without noticing any
of those trees.
The trees speak to me of a deep truth. It is right and good that
I work hard six days of the week, striving toward the goals that
God has laid on my heart. As I work hard, I miss some of the
beauty that surrounds me, so it is also right and good that I spend
CONGREGATIONS • SUMMER
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one day each week resting with joy in the goodness of God, my
creator and redeemer. On that day I can enjoy the miraculous
beauty of the world and I can cultivate thankfulness.
In one Jewish tradition, prayers of intercession are
forbidden on the Sabbath because even intercession is too
much work for the Sabbath day. Because the Sabbath encour
ages us to cease striving, to let go of the tasks and goals that
fill our minds six days of the week, we have the space to look
around us at the beauty of the world God made. We have the
space to notice the things we want to be thankful for.
My heart grieves when people tell me why they cannot
possibly keep a Sabbath. I long to help people understand
the theological danger of continuous productivity. When we
are constantly working at something, our hearts begin to
believe we are too significant. God is no longer at the center
of human life. Our own activities move into center place, and
we become idolaters.
Rick Warren's best-selling book, The Purpose Driven Life,
begins with the profound truth that life is simply not about
us. The book's popularity attests to a deep ache for purpose
and meaning in the midst of the frantic pace of our lives
today. We long to understand our place in the universe, to
know who we are in the light of God's love. Over time, the
Sabbath helps us live in the truth of who God is and who we
are. The Sabbath teaches us grace. It helps us stop racing
around as if we are the center of the universe. •

NOTES

C.S. Lewis, Perelandra (New York: Macmillan, 1944), 217.

When we are constantly working at
something, our hearts begin to
believe we are too significant. God is
no longer at the center of human life.
Our own activities move into center
place, and we become idolaters.

WHY CLERGY LEAVE LOCAL
CHURCH MINISTRY

4,p
•r·

Pastors in Transition
provided me with
more than an inter
esting picture of empirically-based
discoveries and derived learnings
from an important survey of 900
American clergy. Many of the stories
of those interviewed resonated
personally and profoundly for me.
Pastors in Transition authors
Dean Hoge and Jacqueline Wenger,
the researchers who conducted this
survey, sought reasons why former
pastors left local church ministry.
Building on the suggestions of
departing clergy, the investigators
wrote this book in an effort to avert
future losses of the many able pastors
who are no longer engaged in parish
ministry, and to advise church judica
tories and congregations about
providing better transitional support.
Clergy participating in the survey
were from the Assemblies of God,
the Evangelical Lutheran Church
in America, the Lutheran Church
Missouri Synod, the Presbyterian
Church (USA), and the United
Methodist Church.

In my view, the researchers made
two strategic errors while conducting
this otherwise splendid survey. The first
was their assumption that pastors who
departed local congregational ministry
had actually left their vocation. The
second was that they sent many of the
surveys to former pastors through
denominational offices. Many of the
recipients, already disenchanted with
their ecclesiastical leaders for perceived
poor treatment, refused to respond to
the survey questions.
Nevertheless, the authors delineate
and helpfully describe seven main
motivations for clergy departures:
Up to 35 percent desired to serve in
another form of ministry such as
teaching, counseling, or chaplaincy.
Twenty-seven percent had conflict with
their congregations. For various stress
related reasons, 12 percent were burnt
out and discouraged and left their
ministries as a result. Ten percent left
due to conflict with denominational
leadership. Sexual misconduct forced
six percent to resign. Five percent
terminated because of divorce or
marital problems even though most
mainline denominations accept clergy
divorce. Four percent needed to
leave in order to care for children or
other family members.
The authors recommend that semi
naries do more to prepare students for
the practical aspects of ministry. They
suggest that denominations need to
improve their call procedures and that
judicatories should provide special care
for pastors, especially when they are
experiencing difficulties. In addition,
support from extra-denominational
sources ought to be provided where
necessary. Congregations, the authors
contend, need to be better prepared to
articulate their genuine goals when they
are involved in a pastoral search, and
they should be more realistic about
their expectations of the ministers they
call to serve them. Congregations would
also do well, the authors say, to be more
sensitive in providing relief from work
loads when pastors are going through
difficult times.

In spite of the distance and resolu
tion I have achieved after that difficult
period of endings, between-times, and
new vocational beginnings in my own
life, I can identify with the problems
and many of the authentic, generally
constructive suggestions for improve
ment noted here. As in a marital
divorce, clergy who struggle with an
undesired pastoral exit can find it to be
one of life's most difficult experiences.
At the same time, it can also be one of
the most liberating.
Here are some particularly revealing
comments from a few pastors who were
forced to navigate the rigors of a diffi
cult pastoral transition:
• "I would consider returning to
active local church ministry but
would need assurance that I was
genuinely wanted and could make
a difference."
• "I learned I could be a practicing
Christian without being a member
of (my former denominational
body). That was a big step for me."
• "I did not leave local church
ministry. I entered a different
ministry."
• "My sense of call has not gone
away. But it has shifted."
DR. WAYNE A. HOLST

St. David's United Church
Calgary, Alberta
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CHANGING
BOUNDARIES

Changing Boundaries is a
collection of the best reli
gion news writing from
2003, as chosen by Associated Church Press
(ACP), tl1e oldest religious press association
in Torili Ame1ica. The book includes 23
award-winning journalistic works, divided
into tl1ree distinct categories: Boundaiies of
War, Sexual Boundaiies, and The Ultimate
Boundary (deatl1). The pieces come from
Presbyterian News Service, United Methodist
Reporter, U.S. Catholic, Episcopal ews
Service, Baptist Peacemaker, and tl1e Alban
Institute's Congregations, among otl1ers.
The contents ai·e as diverse as ilie autl1ors
and institutions out of which tl1ey come ai1d
include hard news, editmial, testimonial,
and memoir.
Changing Boundaries is part of a new
series called The Best Religion News Writing,
the title of which immediately raises two
questions: What makes it "the best" writing,
and makes it "religion news" WJiting?
What I believe makes tlus collection tl1e
best writing is tl1e quality of presentation and
not necessaiily the topic or position a partic
ular writer may take. Some of ilie pieces will
surely strike a deep chord vvitlun tl1e reader,
wlule others may seem almost fovolous.
32
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They are all, however, WJitten by professionals
who exlubit faitl1fulness to tl1eir craft.
All iliree sections of ilie book contain WJitings
tl1at address big picture topics, as well as specific
issues. Because I was reading tl1e book as ilie
Teni Scluavo case was playing itself out in tl1e
national media, the tlurd section of the book (on
deaili) seemed at times almost quaint. But even
here tl1ere was one exception: Thomas Lynch's
"Good G1ief: An Unde1taker's Reflections." In lus
piece, Lynch implores Ch1istians to embrace not
just "good deatl1s," but also "good funerals." He
protests against tl1e trend of memorial se1vices
tl1at do not display tl1e body and doW11play its
importance, witl1 ilie cmpse seen as just a shell.
"A funeral wiiliout tl1e dead body," writes Lynch,
"has tl1e religious signillcai1ce of tl1e Book of Job
witl1out tl1e sores and boils, Exodus witl10ut the
stench of frogs, Calvary witl1out a cross, or tl1e
cross witl10ut the broken, breatltless, precious
body hanging there, all suffe1ing and salvation.
It is Easter witl1out tl1e resun-ected body. "
What makes the w1iting "religion news"
is more ilian the mere fact that the pieces
appeared in the religious press. These are
thoughtful, even prayerful, writings that
struggle vvith important questions while
reflecting upon, describing, and supporting the
Christian community and the Christian life of
faith as it is lived out within the world.
One prominent problem witl1 news writing,
of course, is tl1at news ve1y quickly grows old and
loses its sigiuficance, and tl1ere is a potential for
some of ilie w1iting here to fall to that fate. At
tl1e same time, however, tl1ere are oilier pieces
tliat provide useful information tl1at goes beyond
simple news repmting. For example, Katie Day's
"Cai1 Congregations Talk about War?" explains
how to deal witl1 current issues, such as wai·, by
generating genuine and tl10ughtful dialogue
witlun tl1e community-ideas tl1at can be
applied to many contentious issues. Otl1er writ
ings, such as Tad Mitsui's ''War's Victims Are on
All Sides," offer heaitfelt reflections for contem
plation and action.
The book presents a good cross-section of
tl1e best wliting from Chlistian news sources.
Eve1y reader should find at least a few pieces
that provide insight and food for thought on
what can be weighty topics.
DAVID VENZKE

Zion Evangelical Lutheran Church
Petersburg, Michigan

One could hardly
find a better qualified person to w1ite
about clergy healtl1 than Gwen
Wagstrom Halaas. Not only is she
a medical doctor and professor of
medicine, she se1ves as director of
ministerial healtl1 and wellness for
tl1e Evangelical Lutl1eran Church
of America. She is also married to
a Lutl1eran pastor and related to
several pastors to boot.
Furthermore, one could hardly
hope for a more urgent or relevant
topic for clergy today. This book
falls under tlie categmy of "self
care." One thing is clear: Clergy
are not doing so well in this arena.
While religion often contributes
positively to people's health, reli
gious leaders do not necessarily
fare so well. Various studies tl1at
Halaas cites indicate that many
clergy have serious problems at
work, with depression, and in their
families. Clergy have a higher level
of obesity than the general popula
tion and, not surprisingly, higher
rates of high blood pressure and
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heart disease. One striking statistic is
that, in the 1950s, Protestant clergy
lived longer than other males, even
other professionals. By the 1990s,
however, being a pastor meant being
counted among the 10 most likely
professions to suffer heart disease.
Halaas notes that this is all in the
context of a culture that is less and less
healthy: "We avoid activity, eat too
much 'fast' or processed food, work too
many hours, and are isolated from our
families and friends." That being said, is
it too much to ask that clergy might live
and model good and abundant lives?
If we cannot count on leaders to be
healthy and act in healthy ways, what
hope is there? As Halaas rightly notes,
healthy living is crucial to healthy lead
ership and helps create, form, and
sustain healthy communities.
Halaas has a wholistic understanding
of health that includes well-being in the
following areas: social/inte11)ersonal rela
tions, the intellect, the emotions, the
physical body, and one's vocation. Thus,
she proceeds to enumerate what good
health would mean in all these dimen
sions. That may be a little ambitious in
98 pages of text. At times, Halaas
bombards us with too much information
and too many statistics. At other times,
she lists so many suggestions for tl1ings
to do that the reader is exhausted by
reading them. The author's writing style,
which often features long, involved, and
complex sentences, is another weakness
of this book. However, she does offer
valuable counsel and resources on
healthy bodies, minds, relationships,
intellects, and vocations. Halaas makes
a valiant attempt at getting the reader to
take tl1ese important matters seriously.
While I quibble with how she organized
and presented her material, The Right
Road is nevertheless a wo1thwhile
beginning to the vital question of how
and why good leaders need to lead a
good life.
REV. DR. ARTHUR PAUL BOERS

Author of Never Call Them Jerks: Healthy
Responses to Difficult Behavior (Alban
Institute, 1999)

.

Witl1 more tl1an two dozen
years of service as a United
..,,,,,,,, Methodist pastor and
interim minister, Bill Kemp is well qualified
to address tl1e complex issue of congrega
tional change. "Eve1y church is in a state of
change," he writes in The Church Transition
Workbook. Nearly all of us who have been
engaged in congregational leadership can
identify witl1 the trutl1 of that claim.
The autl1or's stated desire is to provide a
workbook for tl1ose congregations tl1at "feel
run over by change." He observes that most
resources on tlus subject are tailored exclu
sively for clergy, as if tl1ey can make tlungs
happen by themselves. Kemp has developed
tlus workbook to be used by all congrega
tional leaders, including tl1e lay leadersl1ip,
as a shared resource.
The key concept upon which this text is
based is that "critical changes in tl1e local
church happen best when tl1ey are accom
modated witl1in a declared period of transi
tion." Witl1 this understanding in view,
Kemp outlines a four-step transition
process intended to unfold over a pe1iod of
one to two years. Tl1is notion of entering
into a defined pe1iod of transition is an
alien concept to those of us who are

steeped in a culture of immediacy. However,
many churches would benefit from gaining the
courage to commit to precisely such a pe1iod.
In presenting tl1e steps of his transition
process, the author employs tl1e automotive
image1y of "getting in gear" as a unifying
metaphor. Step one, "park," entails a period
devoted to gaining a clear understanding of
tl1e church's present condition. Kemp surveys
several critical issues that tl1e church may need
to explore dming tl1is stage. In step two, tl1e
church shifts into "reverse," examining its
history and tradition. Kemp encourages
congregations to celebrate tl1e positive aspects
of their collective stories and to seek healing of
dysfunctional patterns. He provides creative
ideas for re-telling old stories and for approp1i
ating tl1is renewed sense of l1isto1y. Step three
involves a shift into "neutral." Before a congre
gation moves fo1ward, it must examine the
road ahead for potential obstacles. Kemp
offers clear categories for evaluating the weak
nesses and roadblocks at work witl1in a
church's life and for identifying what may need
to be left behind as tl1e church moves forward.
The fou1th step is "drive," in which the church
actually begins to implement change. The
author presents a realistic p01trait of some of
tl1e challenges and potential pitfalls to wl1ich
churches must be attentive during this stage.
The material drawn togetl1er within this
workbook is practical, accessible, and honest.
Each chapter concludes vvith poignant,
probing discussion questions. The autl10r also
provides an abundance of practical exercises
tl1at support tl1e objectives of each step in the
transition process. He addresses a range of
difficult issues in a manner tl1at reflects both
a realistic awareness of what is going on in
many faith communities and a genuine sensi
tivity to their struggles. His counsel reveals his
firm confidence that God can be at work in
the midst of change.
Even those who are reluctant to accept tl1e
concept of a defined period of transition will
find this workbook to be a storehouse of prac
tical wisdom. This is not the only resource of
its kind. In its own right, however, it ce1tainly
is worthy of use by congregations seeking
assistance during times of transition.
REV. (ORY l. SEIBEL

North American Baptist Seminary
Sioux Falls, South Dakota
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PATTERNS IN MISSIONAL FAITHFULNESS
IMAGINING A NEW OLD CHURCH

Diano Butler Bass

Arriving Where We Started:

Contemporary Reconstruction
of Shared Faith Practice
"The end of all our
exploring," wrote TS.
Eliot, "will be to
arrive where we started and know
the place for the first time." Eliot's
words serve as an appropriate
epigram for this discussion of two
recent books presenting research
findings about the relationship
between congregational vitality and
the recovery of shared spiritual prac
tices. Each work describes a small
but important trend in congrega
tional life-the selective reappro
priation of long-abandoned
traditions as a basis for ministry in
the 21st-century context. Since both
books call for imaginative reconsid
eration of our spiritual past, I will
use a bit of personal history to set
the stage for a discussion of concepts
and findings.
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I grew up in a faith community
with distinctive practices that shaped
my spiritual consciousness. In the years
before Vatican II, Roman Catholic
children were taught many personal
and communal disciplines, including
Saturday confession, Sunday mass (in
Latin), and abstinence from meat on
Fridays. We prayed the rosary, built
"May shrines" around statues of Mary,
dropped pennies into cardboard boxes
to "save pagan babies," and prayed for
"vocations"-the call to join a religious
order or to become a priest.
Such practices shaped young
Catholics' spiritual imagination and
moral sensibility. Just as important,
they distinguished the Catholic
community from the rest of the envi
ronment, especially Protestantism. I
can clearly remember crossing the
cultural boundary from parochial to

public school in ninth grade. The first
fifteen minutes of my first day-home
room devotions-filled me with anxiety
about identity and practice. Would I
betray my faith tradition if I took my
turn reading from the King James Bible
on the teacher's desk, or if I recited the
extra words I heard appended to the
familiar bulk of the "Our Father"? I was
immediately forced to locate myself
within a civic culture where
Protestantism was still (for a last brief
moment) the unquestioned norm.
My graduation from parochial school
in 1962 marked the final moment when
those distinctive faith practices of my
childhood would be passed on without
question inside the Church itself. The
twin engines of ecumenism and litur
gical renewal reached full throttle
during Vatican II. I returned home
from college in the late 1960s to find
the liturgy celebrated in English and
my mother complaining about tl1e
intrusion of participatory worship into
her personal devotions during mass.
Protestant churches had their own
version of this story. My first experience of
the Episcopal Church in 1969 involved
almost no contact with the hallowed Book
ofCommon Prayer. The progressive parish
on my college campus used an alternative
liturgy on Sunday mornings-still very tradi
tional in tone, but recovering a much older
sequence of liturgical action. This parish's
worship practices smoothed my transition to
the Episcopal Church, since the "new
lirurgy'' bore a closer resemblance to the
Catholic mass than its counteipait in the
1928 Prayer Book.
These memories frame my view of
a pivotal decade for Christian practice
in North America. Long-running
currents of liturgical, theological, and
ethical renewal had finally broken the
surface of church life during the 1960s,
displacing established customs and
unquestioned assumptions about the
identity, purpose, and shape of faitl1
communities. What the proponents of
renewal could not have imagined fully
was the larger tide sweeping through
our culture-a surge of individualism
and consumerism driven steadily higher

by new marketing technologies. The
principled renewal of practice was
largely swallowed up in a far bigger
wave of worldwide detraditioning
defined by British sociologist Paul
Heelas as a "decline in belief in pre
given or natural orders of things."
Now, however, we appear to have
moved full circle in our attitudes toward
tradition. The Practicing Congregation:
Imagining a New Old Church by Diana
Butler Bass and Treasure in Clay Jars:
Patterns in Missional Faithfulness by
Lois Y. Barrett et al. both make a
passionate case for reconnecting
Christian congregations with ancient
and invigorating practices of faith.
Neither book indulges in nostalgia for
some previous era; each recognizes the

Diana Butler Bass describes patterns
emerging from the study of 50 congre
gations from a range of mainline tradi
tions and social contexts; 10 of these
local churches were selected for more
intensive ethnographic research.
Stepping away from hackneyed assump
tions, such as the notion that conserva
tive theology makes churches grow,
Bass examines centrist and left-leaning
congregations that have experienced
renewal by reappropriating particular
Christian practices. Each of these
congregations has found its own way to
live the Gospel-visibly and commu
nally-within a specific context.
According to Bass, these "practicing
congregations" reveal a new current
in American religious and cultural life,

People these days practice healing prayer,
hospitality, silence, discernment, stewardship, and
peacemaking; they attend retreats, quiet days,
spirituality workshops, and Bible studies. These
practices happen purposefully, intentionally chosen
by a new generation of churchgoers who share and
teach them in community.
profound changes that have occurred
since 1950, including the demise of
"Christendom" as a viable assumptive
framework. From different theological
starting points and in divergent styles,
these two books present an inspiring
and remarkably similar vision for
congregational renewal.

Unexpected Vigor
The Practicing Congregation is a mid
course report from a three-year study of
vitality in mainline Protestant churches,
the Project on Congregations of
Intentional Practice, located at Virginia
Theological Seminary. Project director

a trend in which "religious communities
focus on meaning-making by gathering
up the past and re-presenting it tl1rough
both story and action in ways that
help people connect with God, one
another, and the world outside the
church buildings."
It seems to me that virtually all
congregations help people to "make
meaning," at least to some extent.
Perhaps the word "focus" offers a key to
understanding this new type of church.
Practicing congregations are intentional
about making meaning in a particular
way that may be distinguished from
"established churchgoing."

This difference between established
and intentional religious practice is
central to the argument of the book.
Before the mid-1960s, Bass says,
"American Protestantism was about
family tradition, local community, and
God's comfortable familiarity." It was a
routinized kind of faith involved in
blessing the social order, comforting
people in times of crisis, and training
children in the customs of faith.
For congregations located in tightly
knit communities, established church
going "worked." In both the church-on
the-green of New England towns and
the immigrant-based urban congrega
tion, members "received certain beliefs
and practices from earlier generations
with few questions, and expected these
patterns to continue indefinitely. "
Because this style was determined more
by sociology than by theology, estab
lished churchgoing was the norm across
different Protestant denominations,
liberal and conservative. (It was also the
norm, I would observe, within the
Roman Catholicism of my childhood.)
To challenge or break the received
pattern would have seemed, according
to Bass, like "family disloyalty."
In contrast to this automatic
presumption of continuity, intentional
churchgoing involves the conscious
choice of a particular path by people
embarked on a spiritual journey. While
religious individualism and invention
are not new to the American landscape,
Bass asserts that the yearning for a
reflective, consciously chosen corporate
pilgrimage of faith is a remarkable new
departure, to which she applies the
term re-traditioning.
While Bass recognizes that the
recovery of tradition may be viewed
by some as "religious fundamentalism,
sectarian isolationism, or resistance to
all forms of change," she sees on the
Protestant mainline signs of a more
fluid and reflexive encounter with the
past: a "willingness to change through
engagement with tradition and an equal
willingness to change the tradition
through engagement." These "practicing
continued on page 36
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congregations" see themselves as active
participants in a process of "reaching
back to the past, identifying practices
that were an important part of that past,
and bringing them to the present, where
they can reshape contemporary life." In
response to the fragmentation of modem
life, these communities are forging
"sacred space for the formation of iden
tity and meaning, [for] the construction
of 'pockets' of connectedness to the long
history of Christian witness and practice
in a disconnected world."
Bass provides several illustrations of
fluid re-traditioning, including the story
of a downtown Episcopal parish in
Washington, D.C., where churchgoers
used to meet Washington's political elite
and genteel aristocrats. Though the
congregation nearly died a dozen years
ago, it thrives today as a diverse and
vital congregation where . ..

"Pastoral Theology, Care,
and Counseling"

. . . [t]he privatized piety of old-style
Protestant liberalism has been
supplanted by a new sense of spiri
tual vitality and expressive faith.
People these days practice healing
prayer, hospitality, silence, discern
ment, stewardship, and peace
making; they attend retreats, quiet
clays, spirituality workshops, and
Bible studies. These practices happen
purposefully, intentionally chosen by
a new generation of churchgoers who
share and teach them in community.
This parish, Bass asserts, is not an
isolated case. Rather, it illustrates an
unnoticed current of renewal among
mainline Protestants-a story that has
gone unreported in the press because
it does not fit into the "left-versus-right"
grid that Bass refers to as the "FOX
News Channel view of the world."

Patterns in Practice
Though quite different in tone, Treasure
in Clay Jars shares core concerns with
The Practicing Congregation, including
a desire to move beyond oversimplified
categories. The authors note that the
continued 011 page 38
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traditional distinction between
"believers' churches and the inclusive
churches of the dominant Western
tradition" no longer tells us much about
congregations' religious vitality. "One
can look at the entire spectrum of
megachurches in North America," the
authors contend, "and find a market
oriented understanding of the gospel:
meeting needs, providing support,
affirming individual salvation, and
engaging in missions as one program
among many. Neither size, nor success,
nor vitality by any number of measure
ments is necessarily a guarantor that a
congregation is confronting and
responding to missional vocation."
Eschewing easy measures of faithful
ness (such as doctrinal purity or numer
ical growth), the authors have set out to
illustrate through missional congrega
tions' stories a bracing vision of
renewed congregational practice.
Based on the work of the Gospel and
Our Culture network, Treasure in Clay
Jars builds on a previous volume called
Missional Church: A Vision for the
Sending of the Church in North
America by Darrell Guder et al. An
interdisciplinary team translated the
theology of Missional Church into a set
of "indicators" that might help them
find congregations where this vision is
reflected in local practice. Having
assembled a large list of candidates, the
team selected nine congregations for an
intensive three- or four-day visit by a
pair of investigators. In each case, one
team member was deeply familiar with
the church's denominational tradition.
The study sample included Mennonite,
Presbyterian, Baptist, Reformed,
Pentecostal, Methodist, Roman
Catholic, and Evangelical congregations.
This research has borne two kinds of
results. First, interaction with the
congregations caused the team to
rework the initial indicators into eight
"patterns of the missional church,"
which include:

• missional vocation
• biblical formation and discipleship
• taking risks as a contrast community
• practices that demonstrate God's
intent for the world
• worship as public witness
• dependence on the Holy Spirit
• pointing toward the reign of God
• missional authority
The other result of this research is a
rich and varied set of stories about
congregations remarkable for their
clarity, intensity, and transformative
engagement with the surrounding
context. We are introduced briefly to
the selected congregations at the begin
ning of the book, then find their stmy
lines interwoven throughout the
succeeding chapters.
The chapter on discernment of
"missional vocation," for example, gives
us a glimpse of the various congrega
tions seeking and following their
distinctive call. A Mennonite congrega
tion in the wealthy community of
Boulder, Colorado, for instance,
pursues a vocation to "enact and
contribute" to peace. As small groups
discern their own part in that call, the
church has been able to initiate a
victim-offender reconciliation program,
send peacemaking teams to the West
Bank, and buffer hostility between
police and rioting students on a nearby
campus. Hearing a different call in an
entirely different context, a Roman
Catholic parish in Brooklyn seeks to be
"present with Christ in the Eucharist
and present with the poorest of the
poor." Their long-time priest enters into
personal retreat on Thursdays and
Fridays, then gathers leaders for
contemplative prayer on Saturday
mornings. (These leaders convene the
parish's "fraternities"-small groups
that meet regularly for prayer, study of
lectionary texts, and "review of life" in
light of the Gospel.) Parish ministries
reach out to the homeless, immigrants,
and people dying from AIDS.
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The reader's virtual pilgrimage to
these nine congregations is a frame
bending experience, at once hopeful,
surprising, challenging, and occasionally
disturbing. The most powerful feature
of the journey is the particularity of
each story, the way each congregation
interacts with its own theological tradi
tion and its specific social context to
build a shared way of life that is distinc
tively Christian. "Faith community"
does not sound like a euphemism when
it is applied to these congregations.

The Argument of Discipleship
The Practicing Congregation and
Treasure in Clay Jars share a key
perspective on church vitality: that
successful programs are not enough,
whether they arise from the routinized
churchgoing of the 1950s or the latest
research on consumer preferences.
Vitality requires a congregation to stand
in the breech between its faith tradition
and its cultural context to ask: What
does it mean to be faithful, here and
now? Barrett and her co-authors say of
the churches in their study:
They have probed their traditions to
discover untapped resources. They
have drawn on their tradition,
recovered it, and enhanced it. And
they have also differentiated them
selves from it at fundamental points,
critiquing it and changing it.
This comment resonates deeply with
Bass's reflection ( credited to theologian
Kathryn Tanner) that Christian faith is,
in itself, an "ongoing argument about
true discipleship"-or, one might say, a
never-ending process of re-traditioning.

I would love to see the authors of
both books and some representatives
from both groups of congregations gath
ered in the same room. On one hand, I
would expect hearty agreement about
"practice" as the pivotal point of congre
gational renewal. On the other hand, I
would expect considerable tension if the
discussion turned to the nature of scrip
tural authority. That, after all, is a
salient feature of the ongoing argument
about true discipleship in our 2lst
centmy context. But I would bet on the
ability of this imaginary group to "prac
tice" together-to engage in hospitality
and prayer, in spiritual discernment and
biblical reflection. In my own Anglican
Communion, deeply divided over the
interpretation of scripture in relation to
homosexuality, it has been, of all things,
a shared practice of Bible study that has
helped transform the atmosphere
among the presiding bishops from all
parts of the world. In a document
submitted to the Eames Commission in
June 2004 1 , David F. F ord, Regius
Professor of Divinity at Cambridge
University and the author of numerous
books, commented on the power of
such practice: "I am convinced that
scripture, which is so much part of our
problems, also offers the main way
through them. There are wiser ways of
understanding and applying our scrip
ture than many of those which often
dominate the controversies of our
Communion." I suspect that the
congregations described in both The
Practicing Congregation and Treasure
in Clay Jars know and practice these
'\vise ways."

NOTES
1. "Leaming from Lambeth 1998 and
P1imates' Meetings 2000-2003"
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In preparation for
writing this book,
Lora-Ellen McKinney,
the ve1y well-educated daughter of
a minister, interviewed numerous
congregants from the Protestant
African-American Church. The goal
of both those interviews and the book
presenting what McKinney learned
from them, is to improve the effective
ness of preachers.

A central issue of Viewfrom the Pew is
the temptation of preachers to put them
selves and their personalities, rather than
Ch1ist, at the center of the sermon. In
order to help preachers resist this tempta
tion, McKinney encourages them to do
several things. The first thing she stresses
is good preparation, including a seminary
education. The goal of this preparation is
to connect the head and the heait during
the sermon as well as to teach the scrip
tures. McKinney also cautions against
overly long sermons ai1d warns against
the temptation to use the sermon as a
place for the pastor to vent his or her
anger at the congregation. In this regai·d,
McKinney calls on preachers to work out
their issues in therapy, not in the sermon.
She also highlights the imp01tance of good
pastoral work throughout the week, as well
as the usefulness of having a mentor.
This is a brief, accessible book divided
into 10 chapters. At the end of each
chapter are sections entitled "Thoughts
from tl1e Pulpit" and "Thoughts from
the Pew," which sum up tl1e essence of
the chapter. This is a useful book for
Protestant African-American ministers,
though otl1ers will also find it helpful, and
many will want to see how issues in this
community relate to their own situations.
REV. GERALD A. "Rusrv" BunER

Eureka Presbyterian Church
Eureka, Illinois
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& Noteworthy
FROM THE ALBAN INSTITUTE

The Postindustrial Promise: Vital Religious Community in the 21st Century
ANTHONY E. HEALY

AL 277; $18.00

Contrary to the stories of decline that have come to characterize news on congregations in America,
demographer Anthony E. Healy finds that in this time of postindustrial transformation, congregations
have become important and vital places for people to put down religious roots and reconnect with the
stories and traditions of previous generations. This book will help religious leaders develop responsive
and viable places of ministiy, mission, and program in this time of change.

Clergy, Retirement, and Wholeness: Looking Forward to the Third Age
GWEN HAGSTROM HALAAS

AL290; $18.00

Retiring well is everyone's goal, but accomplishing this end requires planning and effort. Family physician
Gwen Halaas recognizes the challenges professional caregivers such as clergy experience as they t1y to prac
tice good self-care, particularly as they approach the significant changes inherent in retirement. Halaas offers
sympathetic but pointed guidance for developing and maintaining holistic wellness as we both anticipate and
live into our retirement years. Readers will find this book informative, inspirational, and encouraging.

A Praying Congregation: The Art of Teaching Spiritual Practice
JANE E. YENNARD

AL303; $17.00

How do you teach somebody to pray? How do you help deepen the spiritual life of a congregation? Jane
E. Yennard addresses these questions with the important point that those who want to deepen the spiri
tual life of their congregation must first engage in spiritual practice themselves. This book offers congre
gational leaders and others advice on how to deepen their own prayer lives as well as accessible lesson
plans that make it easy to share these insights with others. By confronting some of the most difficult
questions about prayer, Yennard shows how one can build a relationship with God through prayer, and
offers effective instruction on how one can help others do the same.

A Change of Pastors...and How It Affects Change in the Congregation
Revised Edition of Critical Moment of Ministry: A Change of Pastors
LOREN B. MEAD

AL299; $13.00

Twenty years after Critical Moment of Ministry was first published, Alban Institute founder Loren Mead
returns to his groundbreaking work on one of the most important times in a congregation's life-the time
between one pastor's leaving and another's arrival. In this revised edition, Mead draws from the wisdom
he has gained from 35 years of studying congregations to share how churches can take full advantage of
this "extraordinary pregnant moment" during which incredible congregational change can happen.

So You're on the Search Committee
BUNTY KETCHAM WITH CELIA ALLISON HAHN

AL 306; $7.00

Also newly revised is this Alban classic focusing on the experience of pastoral search committees and the
unique role the laity in most denominations play in this crucial process. The authors share insightful
reflections on the deeper issues search committees will find themselves wrestling with, as well as warn
ings about obstacles they may encounter in the process.
To order these or other Alban titles, please visit us online at www.alban.org or call us toll-free at 1-800486-1318, ext. 244.
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Block, Peter. The Answer to How Is Yes: Acting
on What Matters (San Francisco, CA: Berrett

Koehler Publishers, 2001). The Answer to How Is Yes
compels us to attend to those ideals and commit
ments that truly matter-both in our individual lives
and in our institutions and communities. This book is
for persons who are open to a renewed perspective as
they reassess personal vocation and mission.
Clayton, Paul. Letters to Lee: Mentoring the New
Minister (Bethesda, MD: Alban Institute, 1999).

The secret to pastoral freshness is broad-based life
long learning and willingness to maintain a growing
edge. Constructed as a series of advisory letters to a
novice in his first congregation, Letters to Lee offers
sage advice-both to those in the early months of
professional ministry and to more seasoned pastors.

Faith and Wisdom: Life Long Learning
Opportunities for People of Faith (www.faithand

wisdom.org). A cooperative project of seven North
American denominations, this Web site provides
clergy and lay leaders with information on learning
opportunities from colleges, learning centers, retreat
centers, and parachurch organizations. Web site
visitors may search for a learning event through any
combination of these factors: date, audience,
sponsoring agency, learning method, topic, and
denominational affiliation.

Farris, Laurence. Ten Commandments for Pastors
New to a Congregation (Grand Rapids, Ml:
Eerdmans Publishing Co., 2003). In this small but
thorough book, Farris outlines 10 guidelines to help
set the tone of ministry for pastors new to a congrega
tion. Though written primarily for pastors entering
a new church, this text provides useful advice for all
pastors in the areas of professional focus, role iden
tity, pastoral care, and self-care.
Oswald, Roy. Crossing the Boundary between
Seminary and Parish (Bethesda, MD: Alban
Institute, 1980, 2002). Through this report, new pastors
will discover that they are not alone in their experi
ences; those with seminarian interns will gain insight

FROM THE CONGREGATIONAL RESOURCE GUIDE

into how to make the experience more beneficial; and
judicatory and denominational executives will find a
starting point for their training and fieldwork program
evaluations. Available as a download from www.alban.org.
Palmer, Parker. To Know as We are Known:
Education as a Spiritual Journey (San Francisco, CA:

H arperSanFrancisco, 1993). Parker Palmer argues that
we have separated education from the spiritual realm,
with education focused on tangible realities and spiritu
ality focused on the intangible. Such separation creates a
cultural illness that blocks healing, hope, and wholeness,
he contends. Palmer offers spiritual disciplines that can
move teaching into its spiritual core.
Parker, Ronald. Do I Belong in Seminary? (Bethesda,
MD: Alban Institute, 1998). Ronald Parker demon
strates that there are different kinds of "calls"
including but not limited to the call to the pastorate
-and that seminary may be the answer for many of
them. In addition to exploring the discernment process,
this book explains how to learn about seminaries and
how to select the most appropriate one.
Reber, Robert Eldred and D. Bruce Roberts, Eds. A
Lifelong Call to Learn: Approaches to Continuing
Education for Church Leaders (Nashville, TN:

Abingdon Press, 2001). Recognizing that clergy and
other leaders often gain valuable wisdom after seminary,
this essay collection emphasizes the importance of
congregationally based continuing education and
explores possibilities for creating intentional learning
communities. Topics include clergy peer groups,
clergy/lay theological studies, and multicultural contexts
for continuing education.
SACEM: The Society for the Advancement of
Continuing Education for Ministry

(www.sacem.com). SACEM seeks to share information
and foster excellence in developing continuing educa
tion for ministry. Although aimed primarily at contin
uing education providers, the organization also assists
congregational leaders by providing-through its Web
site-information on lifelong learning centers, opportu
nities, locations, and resources.
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Is it Wise to Hire Meinbers?
•

I am on the personnel committee of my church. We expect to fill two

• staff positions soon, and wonder what our policy should be about
accepting applications from members of the congregation.

A:

When hiring staff, congre
gation leaders often ask
this question. Hiring
members has both advan
tages and disadvantages. The advantages
are that members are apt to be familiar
with the congregation, committed to its
mission, and used to working hard
without pay. The drawbacks are that a
former lay leader may have difficulty
accepting supe1vision, and a minister or
board that tries to fire a member may
wind up in hot soup with the member's
friends and family. After expe1iencing
such problems, some congregations
resolve "never again" to hire a member
for a staff role. But what if the best candi
date is a member? Perhaps the safest
policy is to exclude members from
"support" positions but to allow them to
apply for "program" positions, where the
advantage of a candidate in sympathy with
the congregation's unique style and
theology is hkely to be most important.
Keep in mind that congregation
members who join the paid staff can
e>..J>ect important changes in their rela
tionship to the church, so it may be
helpful to share the following document
with member applicants:

Becoming Staff

As a congregation member thinking about
joining the paid staff, please consider the
following expectations. Please raise any
doubts or questions at your inte1view.
I. A staff member is both a leader
and an employee. Unlike a committee
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chair or board member, a paid staff
member works for the congregation and
must follow established policies and
accept supervision. Staff members
should not also hold lay leadership posi
tions in the congregation. Your spouse, if
he or she belongs to this congregation,
needs to avoid voting on matters that
affect you personally. You will advocate
for your program area as part of the
congregation's larger mission, not neces
sarily for what you personally prefer.

2. A staff member belongs to the
staff team. Especially in small congre

gations, this may seem a little odd.
Doesn't the sexton work for the Building
Committee, and the musicians for the
choir? Every staff member has a natural
constituency, but must support unity
within the staff as well. o one should
accept a paid job who does not e>..J>ect to
balance loyalty to one's "department"
with a positive relationship to the whole
staff team.

3. A staff member may need to
find another pastor. Your pastor is still

your pastor for weddings, funerals, and
other public functions. For the more
private, pastoral aspects of ministry
there are some limits. The minister's
first role is to lead the team. This means
articulating the mission and goals of the
congregation to you, seeing that you
have the support you need to do your
job, and giving you frank feedback about
how you are doing. These roles may not
be compatible with intense pastoral care
or counseling, in which case you may

have to look elsewhere for the ministry
you need.

4. A staff member may need to
find a new peer group. Your enjoyment

of your peer group in the church may be
part of what moved you to apply for a
staff job. For a time, the satisfactions of
group membership continue, but eventu
ally you will be more a leader than a peer.
As a staff member, you cannot be casually
available to anyone who wai1ts to chat.
In time, your relationship with fellow
members will shift, and you will find that
to feel truly relaxed and "off work" you
need to find friends who are not part of
your congregation.
As a member of the congregation,
you b1ing unique e>..J>erience, knowledge,
and enthusiasm to the paid staff. If you
say "yes" to a staff position, you will join
thousands of others who have moved
from lay membership to professional
service. Best wishes!

Rev. Dan Hotchkiss is a

Unitarian Universalist
minister and an Alban
Institute senior
consultant who speaks,
writes, and consults
widely on clergy transi
tion, conflict management, fundraising,
and financial and strategic planning. He is
also the author of Ministry and Money: A
Guide for Clergy and Their Friends
(Alban Institute, 2002).
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www.congregationalresources.org
An online guide to resources for today's faith communities
The Congregational Resource Guide puts access to more than 800 annotated
resources-books, periodicals, organizations, focus articles, online and
downloadable materials-at your fingertips along with the information
you need to use them well. Chosen with the unique needs of congregations in
mind, updated regularly, and free. Visit today.
Developed by The Alban Institute and the
Indianapolis Center for Congregations,
funded by Lilly Endowment, Inc.
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, Re-telling a congregation's story
to redeem its past and inspire
new mission
, Constructing a new congregation's
story from the ground up
• A call to move beyond divisive
Christian identities
• What the story of Abraham can
teach rabbis and ministers
assuming the leadership of a
congregation
• Creativity as a spiritual path in
congregational life
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• Redefining preaching as spiritual
and theological listening
• Becoming more welcoming to
ecumenical marriages

